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Preface

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) Office of International Affairs prepared this study from April

to October 1993. This volume focuses on the four Asian distant-water fishing fleets which have conducted the most

extensive global fishing operations among all Asian fishing fleets. International highseas fishery issues directly

related to distant-water fishing fleet operations (e.g. transboundary stocks, reflagging) are receiving increased

attention in international fora, particularly in the United Nations. This study was undertaken in an effort to pinpoint

current major distant-water fishing fleet effort and, with this information, try to predict future trends in the

deployment of these fishing fleets.
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Overview

There are four major participants among Asian distant-water fishing fleets: China, Japan, the Republic of Korea

(ROK), and Taiwan. With the exception of China, these fleets have fished the world's oceans for over 30 years.

China's distant-water fleet emerged in the mid-1980s and is likely to grow for the foreseeable future. Other

countries in the Asia-Pacific region possess fishing vessels capable of distant-water fishing operations, but these

vessels operate primarily in their own 200-mile fishery zones.

Japan, the ROK, and Taiwan began large-scale distant-water operations during the 1960s. Tliese fleets have

created an impressive global distant-water fisheries network which has enabled them to rank among the world's

largest in terms of vessel numbers, tonnage, and catch. Asian distant-water fleets focus their efforts on a small

number of commercially valuable species: tuna, squid, shrimp, and groundfish (e.g. Alaska pollock).
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1. Distant-water Fishing Fleets

Fleet statistics from Lloyd's of London for large

distant-water fishing vessels (greater than 500GRT)

indicate that only Japan is significantly reducing its

fleet (appendix A). Official data for each fleet,

however, indicates that some fleet reduction is also

taking place in the ROK and Taiwan (appendix B).

Fleet reduction is especially prominent in the Japanese,

ROK. and Taiwan trawler fleets.

Distant-water catch statistics for Japan, the ROK.

Taiwan, and China also indicate that overall distant-

water effort has peaked and is decreasing, probably for

the foreseeable future (appendix C, figures 1 and 2).

Total distant-water catch for the four fleets decreased

nearly 20 percent from 1987 to 1991. The sector

which has shown the most dramatic decrease is the

North Pacific trawl fishery.

China is the one notable exception to this

"downsizing" trend. The Chinese Govenunent is

placing great emphasis on the development of all

sectors of Chinese fisheries, with particular emphasis

on the distant-water sector. China's plentiful supply of

cheap labor gives it an advantage over its industrialized

East Asian competition. China has acquired a

significant number of large factory trawlers in the past

few years, and is conducting distant-water operations

primarily in Africa, but is also active in South America

and Oceania. All indications are that China's distant-
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water fleet will continue to increase for the foreseeable

future as China attempts to reach an o\erali fisheries

catch goal of 20 million tons (t) by the year 2000.

Other coimtries in the Asia-Pacific region which

possess fishing vessels capable of distant-water fishing

operations include: Australia. Bangladesh. Hong Kong.

India. Indonesia. Iran, the Democratic Republic of

Korea (DPRK). Malaysia, the Maldives, the Federated

States of Micronesia (FSM). Nauru. New Zealand, the

Philippines, the Solomon Islands. Sri Lanka, Thailand.

Vanuatu, and Vietnam.' With the exception of distant-

water mna vessels operated by Indonesia, the

Philippines, and Vanuatu, however, these vessels

operate primarily in the 200-mile Exclusive Economic

Zone (EEZ) of their respecnve countries. Vessels

from these three countries concentrate their distant-

water fishing efforts primarily in Pacific Ocean tuna

fisheries.

Although .Asian distant-water fishing fleets have

engaged in numerous fisheries over the past 30 years.

the following four major distant-water fisheries will be

analyzed: 1) the distant-water trawler fisheries. 2) the

high-seas pelagic driftnei fisheries. 3) the squid jigging

fisheries, and 4) the distant-water tuna fisheries.

A. Trawlers

North Pacific: Tlie primary North Pacific distant-

water trawler fishery has taken place in the high-seas

area of the central Bering Sea known as the "donut

hole." Tliis fishery began during tlie early 1980s and

has been conducted by stem factory trawlers from

Japan, the ROK. China. Poland, and the former Soviet

Union Russian Federation. Japan and the ROK staned

fishing in die donut hole during 1981-82, and China

followed in early 1985. Tlie nimiber of vessels fishing

in the donut hole increased dramatically during the

1980s, from only a few exploratory vessels in 1981. to

over 300 in 1990. The donut hole catch peaked in

1989 at 1.4 million metric tons (t). but decreased

precipitously in the succeeding three years to 11.000 t

in 1992 (appendix D).-

The dramatic decline in Alaska pollock catches in

the donut hole provided the inipems for a series of

nmltilateral negotiations in the early 1990s. In 1992,

a \oluntary moratorium on fishing within die donut

hole during 1993-94 was declared. The closure of die

donut hole has caused the distant-water Nordi Pacific

trawler fleets of East Asia to disperse to odier

fisheries. The large Japanese fishery companies have

sold most of dieir factory trawlers to foreign joint

venture partners or transferred the vessels to fisheries

in the South .Atlantic and Pacific, the so-called southern
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trawl fisheries.' The Japanese Government announced

a compensation plan in November 1991 which

encouraged small-and medium-sized trawler companies
to reduce their donut hole fleets between 1991-94 by

offering $1.9-$3.2 million per vessel in compensation/
Since the closure of the donut hole to fishing, small to

medium-sized Japanese trawlers have been restricted to

domestic Alaska pollock fisheries off the coast of

Hokkaido. The ROK and China, however, have

transferred most of their donut hole fleets to the so-

called "peanut hole," located in the international waters

of the Sea of Okliotsk off the coast of Russia.

No foreign fishing took place in tlie peanut hole

region until 1991 when donut hole catch decreased

dramatically. The ROK has reportedly transferred 18-

23 of its 41 vessel North Pacific trawling fleet to the

region, while 4-5 Chinese vessels operate there.
'^

The

Russian Federation, under pressure from Far Eastern

fishing interests and fearing another resource collapse

a la the donut hole, has enacted a new law which bans

all fishing in the peanut hole, effective June 15, 1993."

The ROK and China have protested tliis unilateral

action affecting a fishery located in international waters

and China continues fishing there.

The Russian Government convened a multi-lateral

meeung in late May 1993 to discuss fishing activity in

the peanut hole. At this meeung, the ROK and China

pledged to reduce their 1993 catch in the peanut hole

by 25 percent. Japan reaffirmed its commitment not to

fish in the peanut hole, but Poland would make no

commimient to reduce effort. Another meenng is

scheduled to be held in Moscow during October 1993

to further discuss the future of this fishery.

The ROK North Pacific trawler fleet has also

attempted to secure access to Alaska pollock resources

within the Russian FEZ. The ROK did obtain Russian

allocations in 1992 and 1993, but have so far managed

only a negligible Alaska pollock catch in Russian

waters. ROK vessels were given Alaska pollock

allocanons in the waters of the disputed Northern

Territories in 1992, but the Japanese Government urged

the ROK to respect die Japanese claim to the

Territories, and thus the ROK actually caught very

little Alaska pollock in Russian waters during 1992. In

1993, the ROK was given an allocation in the Russian

EEZ of 150,000 t, but the inability of the two sides to

reach quick agreement on the price ROK companies
would have to pay for a ton of Alaska pollock has

resulted in limited ROK fishing within Russian waters.

Other Distant-water Trawlers: All four of the

major Asian distant-water fishing fleets have engaged
in distant-water trawling. Japan and the ROK are die

most active, with significant fleets in the Atlandc,

Pacific, and Indian Oceans. Taiwan has had a limited



distant-water trawler fleet, primarily active in waters

off India and Indonesia. China's trawling fleet is most

active in the Atlantic Ocean off West Africa. The

commodities most often targeted in tliese operations are

groundfish, crustaceans (especially shrimp), and

cephalopods (e.g. squid, cuttlefish). With the

exception of China, die distant-water trawling fleets

have gradually decreased in size. Older vessels are

either scrapped, or sold to joint venture partners in

economically less developed countries. As will be seen

in tlie subsequent individual studies, few new trawlers

are being built to replace the aging Asian distant-water

trawler fleets.

B. Squid Jiggers

Japan, tlie ROK, and Taiwan, each have significant

distant-water squid jigging fleets. The primary fishing

grounds are located in ilie southeastern Pacific off New

Zealand and in tlie southwestern Atlantic off the

Falkland Islands and Argentina. Witli the driftnet

moratorium, the distant-water squid industry will

obviously become more reliant on this method. A
coasiderable amount of exploratory jigging has been

conducted in the former Nortli Pacific squid driftnet

fishery, but witli litUe or no success.^ In the past few

years, attention has turned to new grounds off the

Pacific coast of Latin America. Squid jigging off Peru,

and, to a lesser extent, off Mexico, and Ecuador has

become increasingly popular. One sticking point,

however, is tliat coastal Latin American nations,

especially Peru, are requesting high access fees which

make profitable operations problematic.

C. Driftnet Vessels

Fishermen from Japan, tlie ROK, and Taiwan,

engaged in high-seas pelagic driftnet fisheries from the

early 1980s until the end of 1992. These fisheries

operated almost year-round and utilized driftnets that

often stretched from 30 to 60 kilometers in length per

vessel. The extensive and indiscriminate nature of

these fisheries focused heightened inteniational concern

on die conservation and protection of both target

species, such as squid and tuna/billfish, and non-target

species, such as marine manmials, seabirds, salmonids,

and odier resources.

There were two high-seas pelagic driftnet fisheries

in the North Pacific: (1) a squid driftnet fishery

conducted by the three above-mentioned fleets; and (2)

a large-mesh tuna/billfish fishery conducted by Japan

and Taiwan. The United Nations General Assembly

(UNGA) adopted Resolution 46/215 in late December

1991 which called for a 50 percent reduction in high-

seas pelagic driftnet fishing effort by June 30, 1992,

and a global moratorium by December 31, 1992.

Japan, the ROK, and Taiwan have indicated tliat they

will abide by the moratorium.

D. Distant-water Tuna Vessels

Tlie distant-water Asian tuna fleets, large and

varied, mainly use two distant-water tuna fishing

meUiods: longline and purse seine. Before the driftnet

moratorium, diere was also a Japanese and Taiwan

albacore driftnet fishery in the South Pacific. The

longliner fleets fish world-wide, while purse seine

fleets operate primarily in the west-central Pacific.

Longliners: Asian distant-water tuna longliner

fleets are concentrating on high-value bigeye,

yellowfin, and bluefin tuna for the Japanese sashimi

market. Most of the Taiwan, ROK, and Japanese

longliners are now equipped with super low-

temperature freezing equipment which enables them to

maintain the high quality necessary for this lucrative

market. It appears that an increasing number of

distant-water tuna vessels are concentrating on Pacific

Ocean grounds instead of Indian Ocean or Atlantic

Ocean grounds.

This concentration on die Japanese sashimi market

has resulted in an oversupply of sashimi-grade tuna.

The four major sashimi tuna suppliers (Japan, the

ROK, Taiwan, and Indonesia) hold periodic private-

level meetings to discuss ways to rationalize distant-

water tuna fleet operations and minimize oversupply

problems. Japanese industry observers currently feel

that China and Indonesia, given their plentiful and

cheap labor, may someday replace the current "big

three" Asian distant-water tuna fleets.*

Purse Seiners: Asian distant-water purse seining

effort is concentrated in the central western Pacific.

The distant-water purse seine fleets of Japan, the ROK,
and Taiwan have all increased in number during the

past few years. Their effort is concentrated on

skipjack and yellowfin tuna resources in waters off

South Pacific island nations such as Papua New Guinea

and Micronesia. The South Pacific Forum Fisheries

Agency, concerned about this rapid increase in effort.



enacted an agreement in 1992 placing a limit on the

number of foreign purse seiners eligible for licensing

in the Pacific Island region.

n. Outlook

The early 1990s is a tune of transition for the

Asian distant-water fishing fleets. Distant-water vessel

owners from the developed economies of Japan, the

ROK, and Taiwan are hiring more foreign labor from

developing countries and modernizing their fishing

gear, but there is little evidence to suggest that these

efforts will be sufficient to make distant-water fishing

a viable source of long-term revenue. Increasing

international regulation of high-seas fisheries and

decreased access to coastal fishing grounds will

accelerate a process where developing Asian countries

such as China take over catch operations from their

industrialized Asian neighbors.

Other developing Asian countries may become

increasingly involved in distant-water fisheries. India,

Indonesia, and Iran, three coimtries with significant

natural and human resources, are currently making

plans for distant-water fleet development. Iran and

Indonesia are concentrating on exploiting tuna

resources, while India has been developing a trawler

industry supplying its nascent surimi industry.

A. Trawlers

The distant-water trawling fleets should show the

greatest decreases in effort among all Asian distant-

water fleets. Access to both high-seas and coastal

fishing grounds has become extremely limited as

groundfish stocks which once supported these fleets

(e.g. Alaska pollock, Atlantic cod) have been severely

over-fished. The Japanese distant-water trawler fleet

is clearly on the wane and will be significantly

reduced, if not entirely eliminated, by the end of this

century. The ROK and Taiwan fleets face similarly

bleak prospects and may also have to significantly

curtail their distant-water trawling operations. China

is the only major Asian distant-water fishing nation

which plans to expand its distant-water trawling in the

near future. Much of this expanded effort will

probably go into coastal fisheries in the eastern Atlantic

off the west coast of Africa, southwestern and

southeastern Atlantic fisheries off Argentina and Chile,

and in the North Pacific peanut hole.

Projection for Trawling Fleet

North Pacific Trawlers: The Asian North Pacific

trawler fleet should decrease significantly from the

1991 catch level of 450,000 tons. If die donut hole

moratorium continues past 1994 and stringent

regulation of the peanut hole takes place, the level of

effort in 1995 will probably be considerably lower.

Other Trawlers: The Asian distant-water trawler

fleets fishing in other regions of the world should also

continue to decrease, although at a slower rate than in

the North Pacific. This limited decrease would result

primarily from increased Chinese effort which would

nearly offset significantly reduced effort by Japan and

Taiwan.

B. Squid Jiggers

With the demise of the high-seas pelagic squid

driftnet fishery, squid jigging has become the dominant

method for supplying the East Asian squid markets.

Although the total number of Asian jiggers involved in

this fishery will probably not expand much beyond its

current level, these jiggers will probably fish in many
different grounds, primarily off South America.

Traditionally, Japanese, ROK, and Taiwan jiggers

have targeted squid in the waters of the Falkland

Islands and New Zealand. In the early-1990s, effort

has decreased sharply off New Zealand, and, to a

lesser extent, in the Falkland Islands. Many Japanese

and Taiwan jiggers are now fishing in Argentine waters

as a result of new Argentine legislation which permits

foreign fishing. Jiggers from Japan, the ROK, and

Taiwan, are also jigging in Peruvian waters.

Exploratory jigging by Asian jiggers is reportedly

taking place in Mexico, Ecuador, and Brazil.

It is clear that the Asian jigging fleet is canvassing

Latin American waters thoroughly in an effort to find

lucrative stocks of Illex squid. One stumbling block

for the expansion of this fishery is die high access fees

demanded by coastal nations (e.g. Peru) which may
make fishing in certain coastal areas unprofitable. It

would not be surprising to see China, which currently

has no distant-water jiggers, enter diis fishery

sometime in the mid-1990s. If China does so, it would



probably have financial backing from Taiwan

companies and fish the same grounds as the Taiwan

fleet.

Projection for Squid Jiggers

Effort in this fishery should increase slightly. The

primary reason for this increase would be the

introduction of Chinese effort in tliis fishery, while the

effort by the other three Asian distant-water fleets

should remain the same.

Although the demise of the driftnet fishery may
make more vessels available for this fishery, the

economics of this fishery (e.g. high costs of distant-

water jigging with aging driftnet vessels, limited

demand for increased squid supply) mitigate against

significant expansion. It seems more likely that current

Asian participants in the distant-water jigging fishery

will explore various ways, such as joint ventures, and

fishing in new grounds with comparatively low access

fees, to find the most cost-effective way to obtain

squid.

C. Driftnet Vessels

The United Nations moratoriimi on high-seas

pelagic driftnet fishing has eliminated one of the major
Asian distant-water fleets. All three participants in this

fishery (Japan, tlie ROK, and Taiwan) have agreed to

abide by tlie moratorium and have initiated conversion

programs. These are designed to encourage alternate

fishing methods, (e.g. squid jigging, tuna longlining,

and saury fishing) or provide compensation to

fishermen forced to retire (usually fishermen with older

vessels which could not be profitably converted to

alternate fishing methods). To determine precisely the

ciurent status of former driftnet vessels is extremely

difficult, but no confirmed sightings of Japanese, ROK,
or Taiwan driftnet vessels engaging in unauthorized

driftnet fishing during 1993, have been reported.

Projection for Driftnet Vessels

Available information suggests many owners of

older driftnet vessels are accepting compeasation and

are either tying their vessels up in port or selling them

for scrap or for use as fishery aggregation devices.

Owners of newer driftnet vessels are probably

converting them to squid jigging or longline tuna

fishing. The vessels converted to squid jigging will

probably fish in coastal Latin America waters, while

those converted to tuna longlining will probably fish in

the Indian and Pacific Oceans.

D. Distant-water Tuna Vessels

Longliners: Until the early 1990s, this was the one

sector which seemed to hold long-term promise for the

Asian distant-water fishing fleets. The tuna longlining

fleets from Japan, Taiwan, and the ROK were

particularly successful in catching sashimi-grade tuna

for the lucrative Japanese market. During the late

1980s and early 1990s, however, this concentration on

sashimi-grade tuna led to a glut on the Japanese

market.

Industry officials from Japan, ROK, and Taiwan

have held a series of meetings and are trying to

regulate their vessels' fishing activities. Increased hiel

and labor costs had a particularly severe impact on

Japanese longlining companies which sold many of

their aging vessels to Taiwan and Korean companies.
These companies then registered many of these vessels

in so-called flag-of-convenience nations (e.g. Panama,

Honduras).

Purse Seiners: This is one distant-water fishery

that has plausible potential for future expansion. The

number of Japanese, ROK, and Taiwan distant-water

purse seiners has increased steadily in the early 1980s

and may continue to do so in the mid-1990s. The

amount of expansion will be limited, however, by
market forces and efforts by coastal South Pacific

island nations to regulate tliis fishery which has

traditionally been conducted in their coastal waters.

Projection for Tuna Vessels

Longliners: Increased costs and depressed tuna

prices in tlie early 1 990s have made it possible for tuna

longliner fleets from developing countries such as

China and Indonesia to enter this sector. By the year

2000, diis fleet could well be dominated by Chinese

and Indonesian longliners with financial backing and

expertise provided largely by Taiwan companies.

Depleted stocks of nordiern and soutliern bluefin tuna

should result in more extensive targeting of albacore,

yellowfin, and bigeye tuna stocks in the southern

Pacific and western Indian Oceans.



This shift in effort from developed to developing

countries should result in approximately the same level

of effort during the next few years. The search for the

most commercially viable mode of operation described

above for squid jiggers will also be much in evidence

in this sector.

Purse Seiners: Asian distant-water tuna purse

seiner effort should increase slightly. Although the

high-tech nature of this fishery may preclude near-term

Chinese involvement in diis sector, it is possible that

China will join this fishery by the year 2000. Should

access to the central South Pacific tuna purse seine

fishery become limited, it is possible that some distant-

water Asian purse seiners will move to Indian Ocean

skipjack and yellowfin grounds which remain relatively

unexploited.
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Appendix B. - Asia. Number of distant-water vessels, by type of vessel, 1985-91



Appendix C- Asia. Distant-water catch, by type of vessel, 1985-91.



Appendix D.-- Fish catch in the Central Bering Sea



China

China possesses the only major Asian distant-water fishing fleet which is still growing significantly. Compared
to its more developed East Asian neighbors, the Chinese distant-water fishing fleet is still in its infancy, having

started in 1985 when 12 Chinese trawlers from Mawei, Fujian Province, began fishing in the eastern Atlantic off

West Africa. The Chinese distant-water fleet has grown steadily since 1985, and should continue to grow for the

foreseeable future.
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I. Distant-water Fishing Fleets

Statistics for the Chinese distant-water fishing fleet

are scarce and extremely difficult to verify, but one

source estimates that 319 Chinese distant-water fishing

vessels caught approximately 300,000 tons (t) of fish in

1992.' Data from Lloyd's of London indicates there

are 26 Chinese fishing vessels greater than 500 gross

registered tons (appendix A). The majority of these

vessels are probably stem trawlers, most of which are

targeting groundfish in the North Pacific Ocean.

Catch data for the Chinese distant-water fleet is

also scarce, but overall Chinese catch statistics indicate

Chinese fisheries are rapidly expanding in all sectors

(appendix B). Chinese catch tripled from 4.2 million

tons in 1980 to 13.1 million t in 1991. Most of the

increase can be attributed to increased harvests of

freshwater carp species, but increased harvests are also

evident among marine species. Chinese catch of the



most obvious distant-water catch species, Alaska

pollock, remained unchanged at 20,000 t from 1987-

90, but increased six-fold in 1991 to over 120,000

tons.^

Chinese distant-water fishing is planned, promoted,

and controlled by the China National Fisheries

Corporation (CNFC), a government-owned "company."

The CNFC coordinates the activities of various

provincial fishing companies (also government-owned)
which are the owners of distant-water fishing vessels.

Among these, the largest companies are located in

Shanghai, Dalian, and Fujian. The CNFC has 12

overseas offices located in the United States, Uruguay,

Argentina, New Zealand, Palau, the Russian

Federation, Las Palmas, Spain, and five West African

countries.

A. Trawlers

There are an estimated 120 Chinese distant-water

trawlers which fish in the waters off West Africa,

South America, Oceania, and the so-called donut and

peanut holes in the North Pacific Ocean.' The majority

of these vessels fish off the coast of West Africa, but

the most economically significant fleet is the North

Pacific stem factory trawler fleet.

The development of the Chinese North Pacific

trawler fleet began in 1985 when China purchased 5

stem trawlers from the former East Germany for

Alaska pollock fishing in the Central Bering Sea donut

hole. The 5-vessel fleet caught only 1,600 t in 1985,

but expanded rapidly to 1 6 vessels which caught 3 1 ,000

tons in 1989, with vessel sizes ranging from 1,000 to

3,000 gross registered tons.'' Catches in 1990-92

decreased dramatically, however, reaching just 4,000

tons in 1992.'

According to the U.S. Department of Defense,

Office of Naval Intelligence, China currently owns 30

fishing vessels having a capacity of at least 1 ,000GRT
each (appendix C). Most are probably stem factory

trawlers. The majority of these vessels were purchased

from foreign countries, such as the former East

Germany, Spain, France, Italy, Poland, and Japan.

The Shandong Fisheries Corporation of China

purchased a 2,995GRT trawler from the Kyokuyo
Fisheries Company of Japan in 1992 which was

reportedly being deployed both in the donut hole and in

the New Zealand exclusive economic zone (EEZ) for

at-sea surimi processing. This was the second Japanese

factory trawler purchased by China (the first was a

Taiyo Fisheries Corporation trawler bought in 1990).

Kyokuyo provided technical assistance and imported
some of the Chinese-produced surimi.'

With the prohibition of donut hole fishing during

1993-94, it is difficult to pinpoint where the Chinese

trawlers which fished in the donut hole are currently

fishing, but it is believed that most, if not all, of the

donut hole fleet has moved to the Central Sea of

Okhotsk peanut hole. In response to the Russian

Federation's June 1993 declaration of a ban on fishing

for Alaska pollock in the peanut hole, China has

offered to reduce its peanut hole catch by 25 percent in

1993 and participate in multilateral negotiations

conceming the future management of this fishery.

B. Squid Jiggers

China does not yet have a squid jigger fleet. It

would not be surprising, however, if Taiwan squid

jigging companies began financing and deploying
Chinese vessels on distant-water jigging grounds just as

is being done in distant-water tuna fisheries (see I.D.

Distant-water Tuna Fisheries).

C. Driftnet Vessels

Chinese fishing vessels did not engage in

Government-licensed high-seas pelagic driftnet

fisheries, but Chinese-flag vessels were first observed

driftnet fishing in the fall of 1991. Chinese-flag

driftnet vessels have also been observed in 1992 and

1993, but the Chinese Govenmient has reiterated its

support for the U.N. moratorium on high-seas pelagic

driftnet fishing and has taken enforcement action

against these vessels. Chinese Government officials

believe that Chinese-flag driftnet vessels are actually

from Taiwan, and that these vessels are using the

Chinese flag to avoid punishment. Another explanation

is that these vessels may be legitimate Chinese vessels

which have moved their base to Taiwan after the

Chinese Govemment revoked their registration.'

D. Distant-water Tuna Vessels

China has recently initiated distant-water tuna

operations in the South Pacific. The exact number of

Chinese vessels engaged in this fishery is unknown, but
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the Japanese fisheries press estimates that there are 200

Chinese tuna vessels fishing off Palau and Micronesia."

The majority of these vessels are 19GRT class wooden

vessels which operate in groups of five to ten vessels.

Operating costs for these vessels are comparatively low

which means that Chinese-caught tuna can be sold in

Japanese markets at prices which China's developed

Asian neighbors' (e.g. Japan, the ROK, Taiwan) tuna

fleets can not match. Much of the capital for Chinese

distant-water tuna fishing operations reportedly comes

from Taiwan companies. Chinese tuna vessels at

present do not have the deep-freezing technology of

their more developed East Asian competitors, but

Taiwan financial backing should pave the way for a

Chinese ultra-low temperature freezer longliner fleet in

the mid-1990s.'

II. Government Promotion of Shipbuilding

The Agricultural Bank of China issued huge loans

to support Chinese fisheries as part of the Seventh

Five-Year Economic Plan (1986-90), although it is

unclear whether any of these loans were earmarked for

building or purchasing fishery vessels. The loans

extended by the Bank amounted to approximately $3.9

billion — six times the amount spent during the Sixth

Five-Year Plan (1981-85). The bank will continue to

provide long and intermediate-term loans to the

fisheries industry during the current Eighth Five-Year

Plan period (1991-95), mainly to state and collective-

owned firms.'"

The major Japanese daily newspaper, Asahi

Shinbun, reported in February 1993 that China will

begin a 3-year program to invest approximately $6.6

billion for the development of a large-scale distant-

water fishing fleet. The fleet would primarily consist

of trawlers that would fish in the Indian Ocean, South

Pacific, and the southeastern Atlantic. The Chinese

Government will ask foreign governments for their

cooperation in forming joint ventures and marketing

fishery products caught by Chinese fishermen. Detailed

information regarding the number and size of fishing

vessels which might be constructed under this program
is not available."

III. Current Status of Shipbuilding

China has more than 100 state-owned shipyards
which build fishing vessels.'- These shipyards have a

total labor force of approximately 50,000 and annually

produce approximately 100 steel trawlers, averaging
300 gross registered tons. These shipyards also

engage in vessel repairs, and aquaculture and fish

processing equipment construction. Extensive trawler

and purse seiner construction programs have been

initiated since the 1970s to strengthen China's coastal

fishing fleet, although no figures are available on the

extent of this build-up.
'^

The two largest Chinese fishing vessel shipbuilders

are the Dalian Fishing Vessel Company and Guangzhou

Fishing Vessel Shipyard.'^ Both companies are capable
of designing and building refrigerated vessels having
less than 3,000GRT, and research vessels, enforcement

vessels, and trawlers having less than 3,200GRT. The

annual production of these two shipyards is

approximately 40 vessels. According to the CNFC,
some of these vessels have been exported to African

and South American countries.

Another major shipyard is the Mawei Shipyard in

Fujian Province in south-central China. This shipyard

reportedly built eight trawlers and seiners worth $7

million for export to Peru in 1990. '^ The construction

of these vessels was the result of a joint venture

between the shipyard and a Hong Kong-based

development company.

IV. Government Regulation of Fleet Sizes

There is no information available which indicates

that the Chinese Government has taken any measures

to regulate the number of the Chinese distant-water

fishing vessels.

V. Vessel Imports

China's shipbuilding capacity has enabled it to be

relatively self-sufficient in its needs for fishery vessels,

with the important exception of the stem factory
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trawler fleet operating in the North Pacific. The North

Pacific trawler fleet is composed largely of aging

vessels purchased from Japan, the former East

Germany, Spain, France, and Poland.

Chinese Government import statistics for 1989-91

indicate that China imported large fishing vessels from

the following countries: Japan-37 fishing vessels valued

at $16.7 million, ROK-6 vessels valued at $3.6 million,

Italy-1 vessel valued at $4.7 million, Spain-1 vessel

valued at $3.3 million, Germany-2 vessels valued at

$11.0 million, and Poland-1 vessel valued at $3.0

million. Chinese import statistics do not include gross

registered toimage, but judging from the value of these

vessels, most of the imports from Japan, and all the

imported vessels from Italy, Spain, Germany, and

Poland were probably large factory trawlers.

VI. Access to Foreign Fishing Grounds

China has fishery agreements, cooperative

arrangements, or joint ventures with at least 15 foreign

entities: Spain, Guinea Bissau, Sierra Leone, Nigeria,

Mauritania, Senegal, Morocco, Uruguay, Argentina,

Chile, Mexico, the United States, New Zealand, the

Marshall Islands, Palau, and the Russian Federation.

In addition, China is exploring the possibility of a

fisheries agreement with the Republic of Korea.

Detailed information is available on the following

countries:

A. Former Soviet Union/Russian Federation

China and the former Soviet Union signed a

fisheries agreement in 1988 which established

cooperation between the Soviet Far Eastern Fisheries

Administration and the CNFC. Cooperation and

technical exchanges have taken place in the fields of

harvesting, aquaculture (particularly seaweed),

processing, and fishing vessel repair. Chinese distant-

water vessels gained access to Soviet waters in 1989

when 20 vessels reportedly fished off the Soviet Far

East.'*" Chinese Government officials claim that none

of the large factory trawlers engaged in the

northwestern Pacific Alaska pollock fisheries are

fishing in Russian waters.
'^

At the most recent meeting of the Russian-Chinese

Commission on Fishing held in Moscow during

December 1992, agreement was reached on the

construction of a scientific research and production
center for seafood products in Russia. The project will

be operated by the Russian scientific production

company, Primakvaprom, and an unnamed Chinese fish

processing company. The main objective of the center

will be to promote harvests of seaweed, king crab,

scallops, oysters, sea cucumbers, and other

underexploited species through modem scientific

research. A Chinese company will design and

construct the center. In compensation, China will

receive a 1,000 t fish catch allocation in 1993 and a

1,000 t allocation in 1994 (species were not

mentioned). Construction is scheduled to begin in

1994 18

B. East Asia

Republic of Korea: With the normalization of

relations between China and the Republic of Korea in

1992, a report described an ROK-Chinese joint venture

in China's Shandong Province. The ROK Dongwon
Company reportedly teamed up with the Shandong
Province Government to provide $20 million in start-up

capital for the Yuanyun Marine Product Company, an

aquaculture and fish processing concern."

C. Oceania

Marshall Islands: China has reportedly signed a

memorandum of understanding with the Marshall

Islands which could provide access to Marshall Islands

waters for up to 50 Chinese longliners.'"

Federated States of Micronesia: China is

reportedly negotiating for access to Micronesian

waters. The Taiwan-owned Ting Hong Oceanic

Enterprise Company, Limited, reportedly operates 104

China-flag and Taiwan-flag vessels out of Yap.''

New Zealand: Chinese vessels have fished in New
Zealand waters since the introduction of the Quota

Management System (QMS) in 1991 . Under the QMS,
only New Zealand companies and/or citizens may own
a fishing quota, and foreign investment in New Zealand

companies is limited to 24.9 percent. Quota holders

may choose to use their own vessels or charter foreign

vessels to catch their quota.

Under a charter arrangement, a foreign vessel is

hired to catch a quantity of fish which a New Zealand
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company owns. Chartered foreign fishing vessels catch

approximately 60 percent of the entire catch in the New
Zealand EEZ. An estimated 100 foreign fishing

vessels will be hired under charter arrangements in the

1992/93 fishing year. These vessels come from many

countries, including China. The chartered vessel catch

is composed largely of groundfish species, such as hoki

and southern blue whiting, and squid."

Palau: The Zhong Yuan Fisheries Company is a

joint venture company in Palau which was formed by

the CNFC, and the Fujian, Shantou, Hainan, and

Northsea Marine Fisheries Companies. The Chinese

companies have formed this tuna fishing venture with

Palau International Traders Incorporated (PITl). Only

exploratory fishing had been conducted by this venture

as of 1990 when it reportedly operated 23 longliners.

An unspecified number of pole-and-line vessels were

also used, but this fishing technique was abandoned

because of "operational difficulties." China planned to

operate 30 longliners off Palau in 1991 with a catch

target of 800-1 ,000 t of tuna for export to the Japanese

Sashimi market. Part of the catch is flown to Japan via

Guam; the rest is transshipped to Japanese carriers.

The most recent information available indicates that

30 Chinese longliners participate in the PITI joint

venture, with an additional Chinese longliner

participating in a Chinese/Taiwan joint venture called

Palau Marine Industries Corporation." The Japanese

fisheries press estimates there are as many as 120

Chinese vessels operating in Palau.-"

D. Africa/Middle East

A fleet of 12 Chinese trawlers (200GRT class) and

one refrigerated transport vessel (850GRT) began

fishing in waters off the West African countries of

Guinea Bissau, Senegal, and Sierra Leone in 1985.-'

At that time, six vessels fished off Guinea Bissau, four

vessels fished off Senegal, and two vessels fished off

Sierra Leone. Target species were hairtail, sea bream,

and cuttlefish for the domestic Chinese market. Some

of the catch, however, was sold to major Japanese

fisher>' companies such as Taiyo and Nissui. These

two companies also sent technical advisors to assist the

Chinese.^'

Guinea Bissau: China has a govemment-to-

govemment fisheries agreement with Guinea Bissau

which allowed 12 Chinese fishing vessels access to

Guinea-Bissau waters in 1990. In exchange for access,

China is providing assistance in fishing vessel

construction and resource survey techniques.

Las Palmas, Spain: The CNFC participates in a

joint venture with CIFIDECO Spain, a branch of

CIFIDECO Ltd. (registered in Hong Kong), China

International Trust and Investment Company, and

CEDECO Italy. Las Palmas is the base for the

Chinese distant-water fleet in West Africa and this joint

venture provides overall support services to the Chinese

fleet."

Mauritania: China signed a fisheries agreement
with Mauritania in August 1991. Few details are

available, other than that the agreement calls for

cooperation in all aspects of fisheries.-*

Morocco: The CNFC and China International

Trust and Investment Company have formed a joint

venture called MAC-FISHERY with the GROUPE
SONARP MOROCCO. The company initially owned

4 fishing vessels which fished in the Morocco EEZ.

MAC-FISHERY planned to deploy 6 new Chinese-built

vessels in 1990.

Nigeria: Dolphin Fisheries Ltd. is a joint venture

with the CNFC in Nigeria. The joint venture operates

4 vessels and is engaged in fishing, exporting, and

marketing operations.

Senegal: China has formed a joint venture

company called SOACHIP S.A. in Senegal. The

venture consists of the CNFC and the AFRICAMER
Co. Ltd. The venture company owns 6 fishing vessels

and is involved in harvesting, marketing, and fishing

vessel repair operations.

E. Latin America

Argentina: CIFIDECO Ltd. joined forces with

GERPESCA S.A. of Argentina to form the joint

venture company, CIFIDECO Argentina S.A. This

company is engaged in fisheries trade and aquaculture

operations. Another joint venture company,
CODEPECA S.A., was founded by CIFIDECO

Argentina S.A. and HARANGUES S.A. The CNFC's
Dalian shipyard is building fishing vessels and

providing labor for this joint venture. A total of 4

vessels were involved in this venture at the beginning

of 1989, with plans to expand the fleet to 1 1 vessels in
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the future. The joint venture's catch was reportedly

shrimp, squid, and hake."

Chile: The China Agricuhure Trust and Investment

Corporation has reportedly purchased shares worth $19

million from the Chilean fish processing company, San

Johe de Corporation. This purchase gave the Chinese

company a 26 percent stake in the company and is the

largest investment by a Chinese concern in Latin

America. The Chilean company owns 17 fishing

vessels and two processing plants, whose annual output

is 3.6 million cartons of canned fish, in addition to fish

meal and fish oil. Nearly 75 percent of production is

exported to the United States and Canada. ""

Mexico: China was expected to sign a joint venture

fisheries agreement with Mexico in early 1993

involving aquaculture (fish and shrimp) and processing

operations.-' It is unclear whether this agreement was

ever signed.

F. North America

United States: China has had a Governing

International Fisheries Agreement with the United

States since 1985 which allowed China access to U.S.

fishery resources. With the Americanization of the

U.S. EEZ, however, China received smaller and

smaller allocations, and currently receives no allocation

in the U.S. 200-mile zone.

VII. Outlook

The Chinese Government believes that Chinese

fisheries catch could surpass 20 million tons by the

year 2000, thanks to increased aquaculture harvests and

the introduction of market economics in the fisheries

sector. Chinese officials have announced that future

Chinese fisheries policy will emphasize the expansion

of distant-water fishery operations as one way to reach

this 20 million t target.''

Since China has already reported a total catch of 15

million t in 1992, such an ambitious target is not

entirely out of the question. Although distant-water

catch may never comprise more than 5 percent of the

total Chinese catch by quantity, it may comprise a

more significant share of Chinese fisheries by value.

Judging from current trends, it appears obvious that

China's distant-water fleet will take over some of the

effort relinquished by Japanese, ROK, and Taiwan

fleets, particularly in Pacific Ocean distant-water

trawler and tuna fisheries. It is unclear whether China

plans to initiate operations in distant-water squid

fisheries, but China's plentiful and cheap labor gives it

a considerable advantage over its developed Asian

competitors.

A. Trawlers

Chinese distant-water trawler effort in the mid-

1990s will probably focus on three fishing grounds: 1)

the peanut hole in the Sea of Okhotsk, 2) the East

Atlantic off the coast of West Africa, and 3) the South

Atlantic and Pacific off the coasts of Argentina and

Chile. Domestic political pressure within the Russian

Federation to close the Sea of Okhotsk to foreign

fishing has made this fishery's future uncertain, so

China may attempt to strengthen its presence in coastal

West African, and southwest Atlantic and southeast

Pacific fisheries. The catch off coastal Africa will

probably supply the domestic market while catch off

South America (primarily Argentina and Chile) could

soon become the most commercially significant of all

Chinese trawler operations, given the relatively high

market value of groundfish and related processed

seafood products such as surimi.

B. Squid Jiggers

China currently has no squid jigging fleet, but will

probably become involved in this fishery during the

next five years with financial backing from Taiwan

partners. If Chinese jiggers begin fishing, they will

probably focus on the southwest Atlantic fisheries off

Argentina and the Falkland Islands currently favored by
the Taiwan jigging fleet.

C. Driftnet Vessels

Chinese driftnet vessels, in all likelihood re-flagged

Taiwan driftnet vessels, will probably convert to tuna

longlining or squid jigging operations. The driftnet

vessels which convert to longlining will probably fish

in China's new south Pacific distant-water tuna

fisheries. Chinese vessels converting to squid jigging

will probably participate in the southwest Atlantic squid

fishery .
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D. Distant-water Tuna Vessels

The number of Chinese vessels participating in this

fishery will probably increase dramatically in the next

five years, largely because this is potentially the most

lucrative distant-water fishery. There is a strong

possibility that Taiwan distant-water tuna longliner

companies will invest heavily in outfitting Chinese tuna

longliners with the super low-temperature freezing

technology necessary for successful exporting to the

Japanese sashimi-grade tuna processing industry.

Taiwan's technology, combined with China's cheap and

abundant labor, makes for a profitable combination

which may someday result in a pan-Chinese monopoly

of this lucrative fishery. In the short-term, Chinese

vessels will continue to be centered in the South

Pacific. In the long-term, Chinese tuna vessels could

well move into Indian Ocean tuna fisheries.
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Appendix A.-- China. Number of fishing vessels, ranked by lonnage, 1975-92.



Appendix B. - China. Catch by species. 1980, 1985-91.
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Appendix C- China. Fishing vessels exceeding 1,000 gross registered tons, by vessel name, tonnage, country and year built, 1993.
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Japan

Japanese conipames have historically owned the largest distant-water fishing fleet in Asia. Japan is also the

country where die difficulties for a developed economy to sustain a distant-water fishing fleet are most clearly

apparent. Tlie main difficulties are: 1) die inability to attract young job seekers to distant-water fisheries, 2)

constantly increasing wages, 3) increasingly depleted foreign coastal fishery resources, and 4) increasingly restricted

and expensive access to distant-water fisheries. In fact, many of Japan's largest fishery companies are changing
die focus of their efforts from capture fisheries to diversified agri-business activities (e.g. value-added processing,

restaurants).

Japanese distant-water fishing fleets have operated all over the world since the end of World War 11. Prior

to die signing of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) in December 1982. Japanese
vessels had access to almost all conmiercially important fishing grounds, both on the high-.seas and in foreign coastal

waters. Witli tlie advent of UNCLOS, however, many coastal nations began to enforce their Exclusive Economic

Zones (EEZ) which greatly restricted Japanese access to prime foreign coastal fishing grounds. The "fisheries

nationalization" policies of many countries, including the United States and Canada, forced the Japanese high-seas
fisheries industry to seek new fishing grounds and business elsewhere.
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Figure 1. Japan. Number of disiani-waier fishery vessels, hy vessel r\pe: 1985-91.

I. Distant-water Fishing Fleets

Fleet statistics from Lloyd's of London for

Japanese fishing vessels having more than 500 gross

registered tons indicate that the Japanese distant-water

fleet is rapidly diminishing in size (appendix A). The

total number of Japanese fishing vessels decreased

more than threefold from 1975 to 1992, with vessels

in the 500-999GRT class showing the most dramatic

decrease. In addition, the number of Japanese fishing

vessels having more than lOOGRT has declined since

1989 (appendices B and C). The decline has been

particularly pronounced in the larger size classes

(appendix C, figure 1), which consist mostly of factory

trawlers.

The distant-water fleet has decreased dramatically,

from 2,008 vessels in 1989 to 1,521 vessels in 1991

(appendix D). Distant-water trawlers, particularly

those engaged in the North Pacific, showed the most

dramatic reductions in fleet size. The only distant-

water fleet showing growth was the Japanese distant-

water tuna purse seine fleet.

Japanese catch statistics also indicate an industry in

decline (appendix E). The overall catch peaked at 12.8

million tons (t) in 1988, and has decreased significantly

in each succeeding year, falling to 10.0 million t in

1 99 1 . The share of the total Japanese catch contributed

by distant-water fishing has also decreased steadily

over the years from 20 percent in 1980 to 12 percent

in 1991. All indications are that this trend will

continue into the next century.

From a peak catch of 2.5 million t in 1987, the

Japanese distant-water catch has fallen nearly 50

percent to 1.2 million t in 1991 (appendix E). By
vessel type, the most pronounced decreases were in the

trawl fisheries, particularly the North Pacific trawl

fisheries. The only gear type which showed consistent

growth between 1989-91 was the tuna purse seine

catch, which increased nearly 40 percent (appendix F,

figure 2).

A. Trawlers'

The Japanese distant-water trawl fleet numbered

445 vessels in 1980, but decreased steadily during the

next 10 years to a total of only 215 trawlers in 1991

(appendix D). The primary reasons for this decrease

are the demise of the so-called donut hole fishery in the

Central Bering Sea and the increasingly scarce

allocations of foreign coastal groundfish resources (e.g.

South Africa).

Tliere are five basic classifications of distant-water

Japanese trawlers: northern, converted {tenkan).
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Catch {Thousands of Metric Tons)

A O Total®

D Total Trawler Catch

Northern Trawlers

Total Tuna Catch

mother Trawlers

QSquid Jigging*

BTuna Purse Seine

BTuna Pole-and-Line

LJTuna Longliner

DOriftnet-Squid

1 980 1 985 1 986 1 987 1 988 1 989 1 990 1 991

Source; The Ministry of Agriculture. Forestry, and Fisheries of Japan, 'Squid jigging statistics

include coastal and ott-shore jigging until 1990 ® Total figures do not equal total figures for

distant-water fisheries in Appendix D because other minor distant-water fisheries are excluded

Figure 2. Japan. Dtsiant-waier fisheries calrh, hy vessel type: I9H5-91.

hokuten. southern, and shrimp. Trawlers in the first

three classifications fish almost exclusively in the

waters of the Nortli Pacific. There is also a Nortli

Pacific longliner fleet which primarily targets cod in

Russian Federation waters. The longline fleet will be

discussed in this section because its primary target

species, like its trawler counterparts, are groundfish.

Northern trawlers: These are defined as those

distant-water trawlers which fish in an area north of 10

degrees north latitude, and east of 170 degrees east

longitude in the waters of the Pacific Ocean (including

the Bering Sea). In 1980, 40 trawlers were licensed

by the Japanese Government under this classification,

but this number decreased to just 12 trawlers in 1991

(appendix G). Northern trawlers are tlie largest of the

distant-water Japanese trawlers, with a minimimi

capacity of 500GRT. Until 1989, tlie.se vessels

primarily conducted surimi trawl operations in joint

ventures with U.S. companies and on the high-seas

region of the Central Bering Sea known as the donut

hole. Witli the elimination of tlie U.S. joint venture

quota in 1990, these vessels fished solely in the donut

hole fishery. Catch statistics show that northern trawl

catch was composed almost entirely of Alaska pollock,

especially in recent years (appendix H).

Trawling operations conducted by major Japanese

fishery companies once comprised a sizeable portion of

northern trawler fishing activity, but tliis fishery seems

to be one whose time has passed. Four of the six

major Japanese fishery companies (Nichiro, Kyokuyo,

Hoko, and Hosui) have completely withdrawn from

trawling. The other two major companies, Nissui and

Taiyo, have drastically reduced their trawling

operations. Nissui currently operates 8 trawlers and

Taiyo operates 5 trawlers, all of which are deployed in

southern trawl fisheries.'

Tlie majority of the Japanese northern trawl fleet

has been exported or redeployed to other fishing

grounds (appendix 1). At least four nortliern trawlers

have been exported to Argentina, and two have been

exported to China. Other northern trawlers have been

exported to Somalia/Honduras,' tlie former Soviet

Union/Russian Federation, Cyprus, India, and die

United States. Another five northern trawlers are now

operating in southern trawl fisheries. Tlie prime reason

for this shift in effort was the collapse of the donut

hole Alaska pollock stocks and tlie realization among

large Japanese fishery companies that large factory

stern trawler fishing operations were becoming

increasingly unprofitable, mainly because of rising fuel

and labor costs.

Converted trawlers (Tenkan): These trawlers are

defined as those distant-water trawlers which fish in an

area norUi of 50 degrees north latitude, and east of 170
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degrees east longitude in the waters of the Pacific

Ocean (including the Bering Sea), or east of 170

degrees west longitude in the Bering Sea. The vessels

are termed "converted" because this fleet consisted of

16 former mothership-type trawlers when it was

established in 1976. The fleet consisted of 16 vessels

in 1980 and decreased to 11 vessels as of 1991

(appendix G). Vessel size ranges from 380-660 gross

registered tons. The operations of this fleet have

generally coincided with that of the northern trawl

fleet. The catch of this fleet is also mostly Alaska

pollock (appendix H).

Hokuten trawlers: These trawlers are defined as

those distant-water trawlers which fish in an area north

of 48 degrees north latitude, and east of 153 degrees

east longitude, or west of 170 degrees west longitude

in the Pacific Ocean, including the Bering Sea and Sea

of Okliotsk. In addition, these trawlers fish in an area

north of 57 degrees north latitude, east of 170 degrees

west longitude, and west of 166 degrees west longitude

in the Bering Sea. The fleet consisted of 54 vessels

from 1985-90, but decreased to 47 vessels in 1991

(appendix G). Vessel capacity ranges from 280-350

gross registered tons.

These vessels originally concentrated their efforts

on grounds in the waters of the United States and the

former Soviet Union, but with the reduction in U.S.

and Soviet allocations during the 1980s, this fleet began

to conduct operations in the donut hole as well as in

Soviet waters. After the Soviet Union prohibited

bottom trawling in 1991, the hokuten fleet was

compelled to rely primarily on the donut liole fishery.

In 1991, however, trawlers from this fleet also

participated in joint trawling with the Soviets in waters

off southern Kamchatka. Hokuten trawler catch is

comprised largely of Alaska pollock, with lesser

amounts of cod, flatfish, rockfish, and miscellaneous

other fish (appendix H).

The Japanese Government announced a

compensation plan in November 1991 which

encouraged operators of small and medium-sized

trawlers, primarily hokuten trawlers, to retire their

vessels between 1991-94 in exchange for $1.9-$3.2

million per vessel in compensation.''

Northern longliners: In addition to the North

Pacific trawler fleet, there is also a northern longline

fleet. The fleet primarily targets cod and rockfish and

fished in U.S waters unfil 1989. When access to U.S.

waters was terminated, the former 22-vessel fleet

decreased to 12 vessels. Since the fleet can no longer

operate in U.S. waters, it has relied on operations in

the waters of the former Soviet Union. In 1989, the

Japan-Soviet fisheries joint venture, Magadan Fisheries,

was established. Tlie nortliem longline fleet has

conducted joint operations in Soviet/Russian waters

since 1990 under this joint venture.

Southern trawlers: These trawlers can be broadly

defined as the Japanese trawl fleet which operates

outside of the North Pacific donut hole and Russian

EEZ fisheries. An 8-vessel southern trawl fleet

initially began operations off New Zealand, Australia,

and the west coast of Africa in 1959. The fleet grew

rapidly during the 1 960s and exploratory fisheries were

conducted worldwide, from waters off Argentina, to

those of the Northwest Atlantic (including Greenland),

and the Indian Ocean.

Tlie size of the Japanese southern trawl fleet

decreased from a high of 99 vessels in 1986 to just 62

vessels in 1990 (appendix J).' The primary reason for

this decrease is that foreign allocations for the Japanese

southern trawl fleet have diminished greaUy over the

years (appendix K). Total southern trawler quotas

reached a peak of 176,000 t in 1985, but rapidly

diminished to just 41,000 t in 1991. The reduction in

allocations is reflected in southern trawler catch

statistics which show a decrease in catch from 450,000

tons in 1988 to just 322,000 t in 1990 (appendix L).

In the late 1980s, its fishing effort was

concentrated in grounds of the southwest Atlantic and

New Zealand. Target species in the southwest Atlantic

are jack mackerel (off Chile), Atlantic cod, and sea

bream (off Argentina). Target species off New
Zealand are hoki, jack mackerel, barracuda, and

squid.'' Between 1986-90, an increasing proportion of

southern trawler catch came from New Zealand

(appendix L). The percentage of southern trawler

catch in New Zealand increased from 67 percent in

1986 to 83 percent in 1990.

Southern trawl high-seas Ashing grounds:

The high-seas of the Southwest Atlantic was a fertile

ground for Japanese southern trawlers until the late

1980s. Since the high-seas squid ground is small in

size and borders the EEZs of Argentina and the

Falkland Islands, there has been strong Japanese
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industry interest in gaining access to tliese coastal EEZs

(for details, see Section VII-Access to Foreign Fishing

Grounds).

Vessel statistics for the Japanese southern trawl

fishery show that the southwest Atlantic fleet decreased

from 27 to 7 trawlers between 1987 and 1990

(appendix J) while tlie overall southern trawler squid

catch decreased from 90,000 t to 10,000 t (appendix

M). Altliough catch by species by fishing ground
statistics for tlie soutliem trawl fleet are not available,

a good deal of this squid was probably caught in the

Soutliwest Atlantic.

In the high-seas of the Northwest Atlantic.

Japanese trawlers have been fishing primarily for

redfish, capelin, and squid with allocatioiLS granted by
tlie International Commission for the Nordiwest

Atlantic Fisheries and its successor organization, the

Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO).

Japanese southern trawlers have targeted kxill in the

high-seas waters of Antarctica. Krill is considered a

potential source of protein for human consimiption, but

recent attention has focused more on its use as bait or

as an animal feed ingredient. A total of 7-8 Japanese
trawlers participate aimually in this fishery, with

catches ranging from 60,000 to 80,000 tons

(appendices J and L).

Shrimp Trawlers: The Japanese distant-water

shrimp trawler fleet has consisted of approximately 60

vessels which fish in the Atlantic off the South

American countries of Colombia, Guyana, Suriname,

and Brazil (Note: Japan secured access to Nicaraguan
waters in 1986, but has not fished there because of

political instability). The vessels are generally 68GRT
class trawlers with 4-5 man crews. As competition
with foreign fleets and conditions for access have

become increasingly stringent, catch figures have

decreased gradually and dropped below the 1,000 t

level for the first time in 1990 (appendix N).

East China Sea Trawlers: This fleet is primarily

composed of small trawlers, averaging 135GRT. which

target finfish sold on the domestic market. The size of

this fleet and its corresponding catch have diminished

rapidly in die past 10 years. A total of 213 trawlers

caught nearly 200,000 t of fish in 1980, but in 1991 a

total of 112 trawlers caught 80,000 t of fish

(appendices D and F). The outlook for this fleet is

particularly bleak because of depleted stocks, aging

vessels, and a labor shortage.

B. Squid Jiggers

With the demise of the high-seas pelagic squid

driftnet fleet, the Japanese squid jigging fleet has

become the primary Japanese distant-water squid fleet.

Japanese distant-water squid jiggers concentrate dieir

effort in two fishing grounds: New Zealand's FEZ and

coastal areas of Soudi America (see Section Vll-Access

to Foreign Fishing Grounds). During the 1990/91

season, 82 Japanese squid jiggers operated in the

soudiwestem Atlantic and 29 jiggers operated in New
Zealand (appendix O). Tlie fleet has gradually

decreased in size from its peak of 172 vessels in the

1987/88 season to its 1990/91 level of 1 1 1 vessels.

The fleet's catch mirrors the decline in vessel numbers,

falling from its peak of 230,000 t in 1987/88 to just

117,000 t in 1990/91.

The most recent vessel and catch data for this fleet

indicates a shift in effort from traditional grounds off

the Falkland Islands and New Zealand, to new grounds
off Argentina, Peru, and Brazil. A total of 33

Japanese jiggers caught 28,000 t of squid in the

Falkland Islands EEZ in the 1992/93 season, a big

decrease from the 76,000 t caught in this fishery during
1991/92. The primary reason for this decrease was

that most of the effort in die Falklands fishery was

shifted to die Argentina EEZ, where Japanese jiggers

were allowed to fish for the first time. Japanese

jiggers caught 81,000 t of .squid in Argentine waters

during the 1992/93 sea.son. The decline in effort

continues in New Zealand where 8 Japanese jiggers

caught just 3,800 t of squid in the 1992/93 season,

compared to 6,100 t in 1991/92. There are 22

Japanese jiggers deployed in Peruvian waters which

have caught 9,000 t during the still-continuing 1992/93

season. Japanese catch in Peru has increased

dramatically and reached 41,600 t in 1991/92. The

.search for alternative jigging grounds continues in 1993

as three Japanese jiggers conduct exploratory fishing

off the coast of Brazil.'

C. Driftnet Vessels

Japan has conducted distant-water driftnet fisheries

for tuna/billfish and .squid in the North Pacific Ocean,

and for albacore tuna in the South Pacific. Japan began
its squid driftnet fishery in 1978. The fishery targeted
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large neon flying squid (akaika), which are found in

loose aggregations throughout (lie North Pacific. In

1991, 454 vessels ranging from 50-500GRT were

licensed for this fishery (appendix P). Only the

Japanese tuna longliner fleet exceeded the size of the

driftnet fleet at this time. At its peak in 1990, the

driftnet squid fleet supplied over 25 percent of Japanese

squid (appendix Q).

Only 12 percent of this fleet was devoted

exclusively to squid driftnet fishing in 1991 (appendix

R). The majority of vessels in this fleet were also

participating in other fisheries (e.g. billfish driftnet,

saury) during the off-season for the squid driftnet

fishery (appendix S).

In the wake of United Nations General Assembly

Resolution 46/215, which declared a moratorium on

high-seas pelagic driftnet fisheries effective on January

1 , 1 993 , tlie Japanese Government began to formulate

plans to acconmiodate Japanese fishermen affected by

the driftnet ban. One plan involved the initiation of

exploratory squid jigging in tlie high-seas squid driftnet

fishing ground. Tlie exploratory fishery was

unsuccessful, however, averaging a squid catch of less

than one ton per day of fishing per vessel. Tliis

amounted to less than one-fifth of the squid caught

during the same period by a driftnet vessel. The

Govermnent also conducted exploratory fishing in this

ground with mid-water trawling gear, but with

disappointing results.* In light of these discouraging

results, the Japanese Govenunent devised a

compensation program for the former driftnet fleet.

The Japanese Government will offer compensation

to high-seas squid driftnet vessel owners for three years

(1992-94) and to owners of high-seas large-mesh

driftnet vessels (used primarily in the tuna/billfish

fishery) for one year (1992) (appendices T and U).

Squid driftnet vessel owners, retiring their vessels in

1992, could receive $0.55-1.12 million, depending on

vessel toimage. Large-mesh driftnet vessel owners who

retire their vessels in 1992 could receive compensation

in the range of $500,000-870,000, depending on vessel

toimage.'^

The Fisheries Agency of Japan aimounced in April

1993 that it would grant permission for exploratory

squid jigging on the high-seas of the North Pacific

between May 1 and December 31, 1993.'" This trial

fishery is being established primarily for those fonner

driftnet fishermen who received government

compensation only for the disposal of their driftnet

gear. The jigging vessels will fish in the same area as

the former Japanese driftnet fleet (from 20 to 47

degrees north latitude, from 170 east degrees longitude

to 133 degrees west longitude) and will be equipped

with satellite transponders. The FAJ expects

approximately 20 vessels to participate in this fishery.

D. Distant-water Salmon Vessels

The history of the Japanese distant-water salmon

fishery predates World War II when Japanese vessels

caught salmon off the coasts of the former Soviet

Union and the United States. The war caused the

temporary cessation of the Japanese distant-water

salmon fishery, but it resumed in 1952." Japanese

distant-water salmon vessels fished in U.S., Soviet, and

high-seas waters under condidons set forth by the

International North Pacific Fisheries Commission

(INPFC) until the late 1980s when Japan stopped

receiving salmon allocations from the United States.

Japanese salmon vessels lost access to North Pacific

high-seas fishing grounds in 1993 when this fishery

was closed under the Convention for tlie Conservation

of Anadramous Stocks in the North Pacific Ocean, tlie

successor convention to the INPFC. Japanese distant-

water salmon vessels currently have access to Russian-

origin salmon in Japanese waters and salmon in the

Russian EEZ (see Section VII - Access to Foreign

Fishing Grounds). The two primary Japanese distant-

water salmon fleets are the non-traditional land-based

and traditional land-based fleets.

Non-traditional land-based: Vessels in this fleet

were formerly called "niotherships.
"

These vessels

were owned by large Japanese fishery companies and

had a capacity of 7,000-12,000GRT each. They

worked in conjunction witli affiliated catcher vessels to

can and freeze the salmon caught by the catcher

vessels. With increasing international regulation of

high-seas salmon fisheries, this fishery became less and

less economically viable and was converted in 1990 to

what is presently called the "non-traditional" land-based

salmon fishery. It was given this name to differentiate

it from the traditional land-based small/medium-sized

salmon gillnet fishery.
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Traditional land-based: The Japanese traditional

land-based salmon fishery consists of small to medium-

sized gillnet vessels having up to 127GRT. This fleet

operates out of ports on the east coast of Hokkaido and

nortlieastera Honshu. It uses gear similar to the non-

traditional fleet, but when it conducted high-seas

operations, it fished in an area soudi and west of the

non-traditional fishery.''

With access to U.S. waters eliminated and

allocations reduced in high-seas waters, the Japanese

Government initiated a compeasation program designed

to encourage a large-scale reduction in the Japanese

distant-water salmon fleet from 906 vessels in 1990 to

419 vessels by the end of 1992 (appendix V). The plan

emphasizes reductions in die non-traditional and

traditional land-based .salmon fleets. The number of

non-traditional land-based salmon vessels would be

reduced from 129 vessels in 1990 to just 28 vessels in

1992, while die number of traditional land-based

vessels would be reduced from 157 vessels in 1990 to

just 60 vessels in 1992.

In mid- 1992, the entire 88-vessel Hokkaido 19-ton

class traditional land-based sahiion fishing fleet was

discovered fishing illegally on unaudiorized high-seas

grounds. The primary reason for the illegal fishing

was diat the quotas for Japanese vessels in Russian

waters were not sufficient to profitably support fishing

by the entire fleet. Consequently, the Japanese Pacific

Salmon Fisheries Association has announced diat 20 of

the 88 vessels in diis fleet will be eliminated in 1993.

It is not clear whether the 20 vessels will be scrapped
or converted for use in odier non-salmon fisheries, but

industry sources believe all 20 vessels will probably be

scrapped. The Association plans to seek compensation
from the Fisheries Agency of Japan and the Hokkaido

Prefectural Government."

E. Distant-water Tuna Vessels

The Japanese distant-water tuna fleet is die largest

of Japan's distant-water fishing fleets. It is also the

most valuable Japanese fishery with a total catch value

of approximately $2. 1 billion in 1 990.
'•*

There are diree

types of Japanese distant-water tuna vessels: longline,

pole-and-line, and purse seine. Tlie Japanese longline

and pole-and-line fleets have decreased gradually over

the years as diese fleets move to larger vessel sizes

which are more profitable for distant-water operations

(appendix W). Tlie distant-water longliner fleet fishes

all over the world, with small longliners concentrated

in the Pacific and large longliners concentrated in the

Atlantic and Indian Oceans (appendix X). The pole-

and-line and purse seine fleets are concentrated in the

central western Pacific Ocean.

Longliners: Japanese distant-water tuna longliners

first began operations in the Indian Ocean during 1952.

This fleet catches the majority of tuna (67 percent by

quantity) wiUiin the entire Japanese longline tuna fleet.

The distant-water longliner catch increased by 6

percent in quantity in 1991 compared to 1990

(appendix F). Longliners generally target bigeye,

bluefin, and albacore tuna for the Japanese sashimi

market. The number of Japanese tuna longliners has

decreased gradually over the years, from 795 in 1985

to 759 in 1992 (appendix W). This trend is likely to

continue as Japanese labor is scarce and increasingly

expensive and this sector comes to be dominated by

developing Asian competitors with cheap and abundant

labor (e.g. China and Indonesia).

Pole-and-liners: Tlie Japanese distant-water pole-

and-line tuna fleet catches 53 percent of the entire

(domestic and distant-water) Japanese pole-and-line

tuna catch. Catch quantity increased by 31 percent in

1991 compared to 1990 (appendix F). Pole-and-line

catch consists of skipjack and yellowfin tuna for the

Japanese sashimi market. The number of Japanese

pole-and-liners has decreased, however, falling from

155 in 1985 to just 81 in 1992 (appendix W).

Purse Seiners: The Japanese distant-water purse

seine fleet is relatively new, begimiing in the niid-

1980s with 500GRT seiners operating in the western

Indian Ocean.
''^ These are "single-vessel" type seiners

with a carrying capacity of 800 tons. Unlike the

longliner and pole-and-line fleets, the Japanese distant-

water purse seine fleet has grown steadily over the

years, from 32 seiners in 1986 to 49 in 1992 (appendix

W). In 1991, die Japanese distant-water purse seine

vessels operated in the following areas: 32 in the

central western Pacific, 1 1 in the Indian Ocean, and 2

in the Atlantic Ocean."' The distant-water purse .seine

fleet catch, almost all skipjack and yellowfin tuna sold

to tuna canneries, totaled 170,000 t in 1991, a 6

percent increase over 1990 (appendix F).

With the concentration of distant-water purse seine

effort in die central western Pacific, many Pacific

Island nations have become concerned about possible
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overfishing, lu October 1992, eight members of the

Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA) known as the "Nauru

Group" (Federated States of Micronesia, Kiribati,

Marshall Islands, Nauru, Palau, Papua New Guinea,

Solomon Islands, and Tuvalu) concluded an agreement

which places a limit on the number of distant-water

purse seine vessels fishing in the central and western

Pacific. The vessels in this fishery mainly target

skipjack and yellowfin tuna and account for most of the

catch in the south Pacific region. The signatories

justified the need for a limit by noting the rapid

capitalization of this fishery and its possible detrimental

effect on tuna stocks.
'^ With access to central western

Pacific fisheries becoming increasingly problematic, it

is reasonable to assume that future Japanese distant-

water purse seine effort will be increasingly devoted to

Indian Ocean grounds.

1. Bluefin Tuna

Bluefin tuna is an important fisheries resource

whose supply has been increasingly secured through

distant-water fisheries. It is the most valuable tuna

species on the lucrative Japanese .sashimi market.

There are three primary distant-water fishing grounds

for this resource: the Northwestern Atlantic Ocean, the

South Pacific, and the South Indian Ocean.

Overfishing of bluefin tuna by global tuna fleets in the

Atlantic Ocean led to the fomiation of the International

Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas

(ICC AT) which strictly limits the catch of the depleted

Atlantic hluefiii tuna resource.

Until 1993, catch of the South Pacific resource,

known as southern bluefin tuna (SBT), was allocated

among the three main participants in this fishery

(Japan, Australia, and New Zealand) under a series of

infonnal annual meetings. A fonnal convention for the

conservation of the SBT resource was established in

May 1993 to rebuild this depleted resource. The

Japanese SBT fieet fishes in 7 main fishing grounds

(appendix Y).

With access to tuna resources gradually becoming
more difficult to secure, Japan has come to rely more

and more on tuna imports. The rapid appreciation of

the yen during the late 1980s and early 1990s has

accelerated this trend. The distant-water tuna fleets of

Taiwan, the ROK, China, Indonesia, and the so-called

flag-of-convenience fleets (e.g. Honduras, Panama) are

engaged in fierce competition for tuna exports to the

lucrative Japanese market (see Section V. Fishing

Vessel Exports for furtlier discussion of this issue).

2. Labor Problems

Two problems facing the entire Japanese distant-

water fishing fleet are especially acute for the distant-

water tuna fleet. They are: 1) a shortage of fisheries

labor, and 2) the aging of the fisheries work force.

Japanese youth are not attracted to work perceived to

be kiken (dangerous), kitsui (hard), and kitanai (dirty).

The result is a workforce which is smaller in number

and older in age (appendix Z).

One obvious solution to this problem, particularly

for the distant-water tuna fleet, is hiring foreign labor

from developing countries. In 1992, Japan's distant-

water longliners employed 1,586 foreign laborers,

distant-water pole-and-liners employed 101 foreign

workers, and distant-water purse seiners employed 39

foreigners, bringing the total to nearly 2,000 workers.

By country, these workers came from Indonesia

(1,387), the Philippines (361), Peru (284), Kiribati

(101), South Africa (44), Micronesia (30), Burma (5),

Fiji (2), and Panama (1)."*

Tlie Japanese fisheries industry is attempfing to

reduce the need for domestic labor by automating

fishing operations as much as possible (e.g. moving
from two-vessel to one-vessel purse seine operations).

Automation is expensive, however, so many vessel

owners have gone into considerable debt to finance

these improvements.

[I. Government Promotion of Shipbuilding

The Japanese Government has five long-tenn, low-

interest loan programs for the construction of new

fishing vessels.
" Two of these programs are for small

fishing vessels having less than I lOGRT and will not

be described here. Details of the three programs

promoting the construction of fishing vessels over 1 10

GRT are as follows:

The first program is called "Restructuring of

Fisheries Corporate Management," and is administered

by the Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries Finance

Corporation. The program was established by the

Fisheries Restructuring Special Measure Law of 1976
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and provides low-interest loans (5.2 percent per aimuni

in May 1993) to small and medium-class fishery

companies having fewer than 300 employees and

aggregate fishing vessel tonnage of less tlian 3,000

GRT. Construction of the following types of vessels

are eligible for loans under this program: tuna

longliners (up to 580GRT), skipjack pole-and-liners (up

to 500GRT), purse seiners (up to 1 .OOOGRT), medium-

sized squid jiggers (up to 138GRT), offshore trawlers

(up to 160 GRT), and East China Sea trawlers (up to

250GRT).

The second program is called tlie "Fishing Vessel

Fund," and is also administered by the Agriculture,

Forestry, and Fisheries Finance Corporation. This

program provides low interest loans (4.8 percent per

annum as of May 1993) to small and medium-class

fishery companies not eligible under the first loan

program described above. Construction of surimi and

hokuten trawlers, and large .squid jigging vessels are

eligible for loans under this program.

The tliird program is called the "Distant-Water

Fi.sheries Development Fund," and is administered by

the Japan Development Bank. The fund provides low

interest loans (4.7-5.1 percent per annum as of May
1993) amounting to 40-60 percent of the total cost of

vessel construction to large fishery companies having

more tlian 300 employees and aggregate fishing vessel

toiuiage greater than 3.OOOGRT.

Tlie construction of new fishing vessels having less

tlian 500GRT continued at a relatively steady pace until

1991 . but the construction of vessels over 500 GRT has

virtually stopped (appendix CC). The number of newly

constructed fishing vessels decreased to successive all-

time lows in fiscal years 1991/92 and 1992/93. A total

of 278 vessels with a capacity of 16,045GRT was

constructed in FY 1992/93, compared to 342 vessels

(30,824GRT) built in FY 1991/92. Demand for new

fishing vessels has been dampened by depressed fish

prices, the increased cost of new vessels, and a

shortage of fishing labor. With a continued bleak

outlook for fiscal year 1993/94, fishing vessel builders

are starting to explore conversion to odier types of

shipbuilding, .such as the construction of coastal

shipping vessels.-'

A good example of the bleak situation facing the

Japanese fishing vessel construction industry can be

found in Nagasaki, where 70 percent of Japan's purse

.seine vessels were constructed until 1991. Only 12

purse seiners were licen.sed to be built in Nagasaki

during 1991, and only 3 purse seiners were licensed in

1992. Nagasaki shipyards once built only purse

seiners, but the depressed demand has forced them to

focus their energies on alternative products, such as

small cargo vessels and tankers for domestic and

overseas routes."

IV. Government Regulation of Fleet Size

III. Current Status of Shipbuilding

Despite the availability of low-interest governmeni
loans, an analysis of fisheries-related shipbuilding

points to an industry in decline. Large shipyards which

build not only fishing ve.s.sels, but also oil tankers and

passenger/cargo vessels, have not been as iiard hit by
the reduced demand for fishing vessels. Smaller

Japanese shipyards which primarily build fishing

vessels, however, have been severely impacted.-" The

number of shipyards building fi.shing vessels has been

halved during the 1980s, falling from 58 in 1980 to jusi

23 in 1991 (appendix AA). The corresponding nuiiiher

of vessels built decreased from 210 in 1980 to 97 in

1991. Only new tuna vessels and purse seiners are

being constructed, with no new construction of trawler

or salmon driftnet vessels (appendix BB).

The Japanese Government implements a licensing

system (or limited-entry system) to control die size of

the fishing fleet. Distant-water and offshore fishing

vessels are licensed by the Ministry of Agriculture,

Forestry, and Fisheries (MAFF). Coastal and inland

fishing vessels are licensed by prefectural governors

pursuant to authority delegated by the MAFF minister.

This licensing system is considered a Goveninient

effort to decrease the Japanese fishing fleet size from

its current level. When a distant-water fishing vessel

is forced to retire because of reduced fishing allocations

from foreign countries, it may not be relicensed for

coastal fishing and must be scrapped.

Government subsidies are available under a special

law for fisheries restructuring (Law Number 43-1976)

for small-medium class companies (i.e. companies
with fewer than 300 employees and aggregate vessel

tonnage of less than 3,OOOGRT) which retire vessels
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voluntarily. Tlie subsidies are not only for the vessel

owners but are also for crew members who need

retraining for new jobs.

The Japanese Government provided buyback/

scrapping funding when Japanese fishing vessels were

forced to retire because of reductions in foreign

allocations until 1989. Compensation was paid to

affected vessel owners using supplementary budget

funds. On December 22, 1989, the Japanese cabinet

approved a new compensation system called "Measures

for International Fisheries Restructuring.
"

This system

was made available to vessel owners who are forced to

retire their vessels because of more stringent foreign

fishing regulations or quota reductions.

Under this program, affected vessel owners

licensed by the MAFF can obtain compensation for

expenses from the national government, and the cost of

scrapping from the national and prefectural

governments (two-thirds national/one-third prefectural).

Vessel owners licensed by the prefectural government
can obtain compensation for expenses from the national

and prefectural governments (two-thirds national /one-

third prefectural), and the cost of scrapping on a 50-50

basis from the national and prefectural governments.

There is also a "Provisional Measures Law for

Fishermen Losing Jobs Due to International

Agreements (Law Nimiber 94-1977)." Affected

fishermen can obtain benefits amounting to $1,300-

1 ,400 per month for a maximimi of two years from the

Labor Ministry until they find new employment. This

provisional law was scheduled to expire on June 30,

1993, but has been extended until June 1998.

V. Vessel Exports

As fishing has become less and less profitable for

Japanese fishing companies, more and more fishing

vessels have been exported to foreign countries. Since

Japanese shipyards are building fewer new fishing

vessels, the bulk of these exports are used fishing

vessels. In 1980, Japan exported 35 new vessels

(appendix DD), but by 1992 exported just 1 new vessel

(appendix LL). In contrast, Japan exported 86 used

fishing vessels in 1980, but by 1992 these exports

nearly doubled to 153 used vessels.

Although many countries have purchased Japanese

fishing vessels, the most significant customers have

been China and the flag-of-convenience nations

(appendix MM). Between 1985 and 1992, China

purchased a total of 89 vessels, averaging 515GRT. A

good number of these vessels are probably stem factory

trawlers engaged in distant-water operations in the

North Pacific and the eastern Atlantic Ocean off West

Africa. Among the flag- of-convenience nations,

Panama and Honduras purchased tlie lion's share of

used Japanese vessels. Panama has purchased 103

vessels, averaging 354GRT, while Honduras purchased

65 vessels, averaging 307 gross registered tons. Tlie

vast majority of these vessels are believed to be distant-

water tuna longliners, often owned by Taiwan

companies.

The export of aging Japanese distant-water tuna

vessels to flag-of-convenience states has become a

source of great concern to the Japanese mna industry.

The primary reason for this concern is the fact that the

majority of these vessels are thought to be tuna

longliners which catch a considerable amount of

sashimi-grade tuna that is exported to the Japanese

market. These exports depress the potentially lucrative

Japanese sashimi market by lowering tuna prices. The

Japanese tuna industry estimates that approximately
200 reflagged tuna vessels are currently fishing, the

majority of which are registered in Panama and

Honduras (appendix NN). The Department of Defense

data indicate that many former Japan-flag vessels are

now flying foreign flags, the most notable of which

are: Panama-58 vessels, Honduras-26 vessels, and St.

Vincent-Grenadines- 13 vessels (appendix 00).

The Japanese tuna industry estimates that Japanese

imports of frozen sashimi tuna caught by these

reflagged vessels increased from 27,000 t in 1989 to

39,000 t in 1991." This amounts to 1 1 percent of total

Japanese frozen sashimi tuna supplies, and 22 percent

of frozen sashimi tuna imports. Since the traditional

four suppliers of frozen tuna sashimi (Japan, the ROK,
Taiwan, and Indonesia) provide 88 percent of die total

supply, it is thought that the remaining supply consists

almost entirely of flag-of-convenience vessel-caught

product. The Japanese tuna industry speculates that the

majority of the reflagged vessels are managed by ROK,
Japanese, and Taiwan companies.

To combat this trend, the major Japanese tuna

industry organization, NIKKATSUREN, has

established a $9 million fund to compensate Japanese
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tuna vessel owners who scrap ratlier than export their

aging vessels. NIKKATSUREN is also addressing the

questions of tuna oversupply and flag-of-convenience

registration in bilateral private-level meetings with the

ROK and Taiwan, and in quadripartite meetings with

tlie ROK, Taiwan, and Indonesia.
-''

VI. Exploratory Fishing

Tlie Japanese Government, established the Japan

Marine Fishery Resources Research Center (JAMARC)
in 1971 under tlie National Law for tlie Promotion of

the Development of Marine Fishery Resources.

JAMARC is a semi-goveniniental organization whose

major objectives are: sponsoring exploratory fisheries

by chartered vessels on the high-seas, joint research

with coastal states widiin their 200-mile EEZs, and

dissemination of research results to the Japanese

industry.

During the past fiscal year, the Japanese

Government increased the JAMARC budget from

$36.9 million in FY 1992 to $41.5 million in FY 1993.

The Japanese Government believes that since the

development of unexploited marine fishery resources

involves considerable economic risks, effective

exploitation is only possible when it is promoted on a

comprehensive basis with the full guidance and support

of the Goveninient.

JAMARC has the following research activities

scheduled for the Japanese fiscal year 1993 (April 1,

1993-March 31, 1994)":

Tuna Longlining: The 489GRT Kaihatsu Maru will

conduct a survey for bigeye tuna on the higliseas of the

central soutliem Pacific.

Tuna Purse Seining: The research vessel Nihon Mam
(769GRT) will conduct exploratory yellowfin tuna and

skipjack fishing in the tropical Indian Ocean off the

coasts of Madagascar and the Seychelles. In addition,

it will explore grounds in die eastern Indian Ocean off

Sumatra, Indonesia.

vessel will concentrate its efforts on the relatively

unexploited eastern portion of this fishery.

The Hokusho Maru (286GRT) will explore the

skipjack, mackerel, and .sardine resources in the

central North Pacific, primarily in an area east of 160

degrees east longitude and north of 15 degrees north

latitude.

Pole-and-Line: Tlie Dai 87 Kaio Maru (499GRT) will

conduct pole-and-line operations for skipjack and

albacore tuna in the West Pacific in waters of the

Tasman Sea between Australia and New Zealand.

Squid Jigging: The Dai 2 Sfiinko Maru (361GRT) will

conduct exploratory jigging in two locations; the first

is located in the southwest Atlandc off Argentina, and

the second is located in the Ecuadoreaii EEZ.

Bottom Longlining: An unspecified re.search vessels

will explore groundfish resources in the central North

Pacific, begimiing in January 1994.

Deepwater Trawling: Tlie 3300GRT Shinkai Maru

will conduct exploratory trawling off the coasts of

Greenland, Norway, and the Faeroe Islands to

determine the feasibility of an at-sea blue whiting

surimi fishery.

VIL Access to Foreign Fishing Grounds''

Japan has a great number of governnient-to-

govemnient and private bilateral fishery arrangements

with foreign countries. Japanese companies have often

employed joint ventures to secure access to foreign

fishery resources when direct access is constrained by

stringent regulations. The total number of joint

ventures by both number and type of fishery has

remained remarkably stable over the years (appendix

PP). Tlie extent of Japan's private investment in

foreign fishery enterprises is particularly extensive

(appendices QQ-XX). Available information on

individual countries is as follows:

Another Japanese research vessel, the Dai Hachi

Teimo Maru (349GRT), will explore the central

western Pacific purse seine skipjack fishery. The
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A. Former Soviet Union/Russian Federation

Japanese and Soviet/Russian fishennen fish in each

otlier's zone under an amiual bilateral fisheries

agreement. The 1993 Agreement provided non-fee

quotas for both countries at 171,000 t, an 11,000 t

decrease from 1992. An additional 18,000 t (down

12,000 t from 1992) was allocated to Japan for a $5.9

million cooperation fee, the same as in 1992. The

Japanese negotiators reportedly requested that 1993

allocations remain the same as in 1992, but Russia was

determined to significantly decrease Japanese

allocations because of allegedly depleted Alaska

pollcKk, cod, and flatfish stocks in the western North

Pacific.-'

Japanese salmon vessels fished in U.S., Soviet,

and high-seas waters under conditions set fordi under

the International North Pacific Fisheries Convention

(INPFC) until 1988. Since that time, the Japanese non-

traditional fleet has lost its access to U.S. waters while

the directed fishing for salmon on the high-seas has

been banned as of 1993 under the Convention for the

Conservation of Anadramous Stocks in the North

Pacific Ocean, the successor convention to the INPFC.

At present, Japanese salmon vessels only have access

to Russian-origin salmon in Japanese waters, and

salmon in the Russian FEZ.

Access and fees for Russian-origin salmon are

negotiated annually. The 1993 Japan-Russia salmon

agreement allows Japanese vessels access to 21,000 t of

Russian-origin salmon in Russian waters and 4,819 t in

Japanese waters. Although diis allocation is a 2,000 t

increase over the 1992 allocation, it is still not large

enough to support the Japanese distant-water salmon

fleet. Negotiations over the 1993 agreement were

deadlocked for over a week when Russia insisted on

Japanese conipen.sation for damages incurred as a

result of illegal high-seas salmon fishing by tiie 88-

vessel small coastal salmon fleet. Japan argued that

under international law, the flag nation has the right of

enforcing and punishing for high-seas violations.

Based on this principle, Japan has been imposing strict

punishment on its fishermen and feels no obligation to

pay compensation. No mention of compensation was

made in the final agreement, but Japan agreed to

provide Russia with an unspecified amount of

additional money for the "reproduction of Russian

salmon." This sum will reportedly be calculated by

multiplying the total amount of illegally caught sahiion

by tlie fisheries cooperation fee of $1,200 per ton.'*

With the dissolution of the Soviet Union in

December 1991, tliere has been an increasing number

of joint ventures with Russian companies. The

number of Russia (former Soviet Uiiion)-Japan fishery

joint ventures doubled from just 7 in 1989 to 14 in

1991 (appendix QQ). These joint ventures are involved

in a wide range of activities, from herring roe

processing to crab pot fishing. Other joint ventures in

Russian waters include joint fishing operations for

Pacific cod and hair crab, purchases of Alaska pollock

at sea from Russian fishing vessels, and joint seaweed

and sea urchin harvesting off Kaigarajima Island

(located 3.5 kilometers off the east coast of Hokkaido).

The purchase of Alaska pollock at sea from Russian

vessels has provided a significant supply for the

Japanese market, annually ranging between 5,000 to

70,000 tons since 1987 (appendix RR). Japanese firms

are also assisting Russian companies in salmon

hatchery development.

Although Japanese companies are wary of Russian

trustworthiness and product quality, Russian fishery

resources are plentiful and available at comparatively

cheap prices. It is evident that Japan will continue, and

probably increase, its investment in Russian Far

Eastern fisheries where fishery resources are still

relatively cheap and abundant.

B. East Asia

China: Japan and China have not implemented

200-mile EEZs vis-a-vis each other. Bilateral fishery

relations in the East China and Yellow Seas are

conducted through the Japan-China Fisheries

Agreement which went into effect on December 22,

1975. The Joint Fisheries Commission established

under this agreement meets once a year to review

conservation measures for fishery resources of common

interest. As with the ROK, illegal fishing by Chinese

fishermen in Japanese waters has been the primary

matter of concern under this bilateral agreement.

Japanese investment in Chinese fishery companies

began in 1985 with Taiyo's joint trawling venture with

the Zhousan Joint Fisheries company (appendix SS).

As of 1991 , a total of four Japanese companies (Taiyo,

Yamanaga, Yamato Kogyo, Niihama Shoji) are

involved in trawling joint ventures in China. Other
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joint ventures are involved in processing and

mariculture.

Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK):
There is a private fislieries agreement between the

DPRK and Japan which was concluded in September

1977. Under this framework, Japanese vessels are

allowed to fisii in DPRK waters. Japan received an

allocation of 4,950 t in 1992, for a fee of $810,000.

The allocation was divided into a squid jigging quota

(4,500 t for a fee of $155 per ton) and a

gillnet/Iongline quota (450 t for a fee of $250 per ton).

Tlie catch allocations increased 30 percent over 1991.

but the fees remained unchanged. The fees will be

used to finance the construction of a DPRK kelp

processing plant.-'

Republic of Korea: Japan and the ROK have not

implemented 200-mile EEZs vis-a-vis each other.

Bilateral fishery relations are conducted under the

Japan-ROK Fisheries Agreement which was signed in

December 1965. Throughout the course of this

agreement, the primary bone of contention has been

illegal ROK fishing in Japanese waters. ROK trawlers

(many displaced from the donut hole fishery) have

allegedly fished illegally off Hokkaido and western

Honshu, prompting calls within the Japanese fishing

industry for the declaration of a 200-mile EEZ with

respect to the ROK.

Japanese companies have a great many investments

in ROK fimis (appendix SS), with the majority

involved in eel and laminaria (nori) mariculture. Other

joint ventures tend to be in fisheries processing.

C. South/Southeast Asia

Burma: The Japanese company Tokai Denbu
announced plans to establish a surimi processing plant

in Bunna during 1991."' No further details are

available.

India: Tokyo Suisan Company has established a

surimi joint venture company in India with the Orient

Highseas Fisheries Company of Hyderabad. This

company operates a used Japane.se stem trawler, the

Orient Angel, refitted with surimi, fish meal, and fish

fillet processing facilities. The vessel recently

completed an exploratory fishing voyage and exported
60 t of surimi, 200 t of fisluneal, and 60 t of filleted

fish to Japan." The species being used are indigenous

low-value species such as threadfin bream and hairtail.

The Japanese tuna industry has also secured access

to the Indian tuna resource through the fonnation of a

joint venture company. Tlie joint venture was fomied

between Hoko Fisheries and the Bay Liners Ltd.

company of Hyderabad, India. Tlie company

purchased one new Japanese 49-meter longliner and is

reportedly engaged in exploratory fishing.'^

Indonesia: There have been no direct Japanese

fishery operations in Indonesia since 1984. Tlie

Japanese Government has sounded out Indonesian

Government willingness to permit direct Japanese

access to Indonesian waters, but Indonesia has thus far

shown no willingness to grant access. It should be

noted, however, that 27 Japanese tuna vessels, and 10

Japanese squid jiggers have been granted permission to

operate in Indonesian waters during 1993 under charter

to Indonesian companies."

Japanese companies are involved in a great number

of joint ventures in Indonesia (22 as of 1990), most of

which are engaged in pearl culture and shrimp trawling

(appendix TT). Other ventures are involved in

processing and refrigeranon. In 1993, a joint venture

tuna canning company, Aneka Tuna Indonesia, was

fonned with financing by Itocliu (47 percent). Placid

(30 percent), Hagoromo Foods (13 percent), and the

Japan International Cooperation Organization (10

percent). Tuna canned at the facility will be exported

to the Middle East and Europe.^

Malaysia: The Sugiyo Company of Japan

established a surimi processing joint venture firm,

Sugiyo-Malaysia, with the Tekuskem Company of

Malaysia in 1991. This was the third Japanese surimi

plant in southeast Asia, following the Nissui plant in

Thailand and the Kibun plant in Singapore.'''

Philippines: Japan has not had access to Philippine

fisheries since the Philippine EEZ was declared in

1979. Japan has sought talks to consider the access

question, but no progress has been made. Japanese

companies had investments in 6 Philippine fishery

concerns as of 1990 (appendix UU).

Thailand: The first Japanese surimi joint venture

in southeast Asia was formed in 1972 when Kibun

established the BauL'kok Frozen Food Co.. Ltd.
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Another Japanese firm, Tokai Denbu, amiounced its

intention to establish a surinii plant in Thailand during

1991.^' Otlier joint ventures in Thailand focus on

processing and mariculture operations (appendix UU).

Vietnam: In 1992, Shinto Bussan announced its

plans to begin surimi production in Vietnam." This

plant, and otliers like it in southeast Asia, processes

local "trash" fish, such as threadfin breani, which are

less expensive than Alaska pollock, the dominant

surimi species caught in the North Pacific.

D. Oceania

Australia: Japanese tuna longliners fish in

Australian waters under an agreement first signed in

November 1979. During 1992/93, a maximum of 250

Japanese longliners could fish for tuna in the Australian

EEZ for a fee of $2.8 million, a 3 percent decrease

from the 1991-92 season. Tlie Japanese quota for

Southern Bluefin Tuna (SET) in the Tasmania region

will remain at 400 t, unchanged from 1991/92. In the

tuna fishery off the Australian east coast, the number

of Japanese longliners granted access to yellowfin and

bigeye tuna remained at 50 vessels, unchanged from

1991-92. The number of Japanese longliners granted

access to grounds off the Australian west coast,

however, was reduced from 40 to 20 vessels.'*

Japanese investment in Australian fisheries is

limited to two areas, pearl culture and tuna longlining

(appendix VV). Of major significance to this study is

a joint venture company called Australia Japan Tuna

Pty., Ltd., with Japanese capital from Nikkatsuren, the

major Japanese tuna industry organization. This joint

venture, formed in 1989, should allow continued

Japanese access to the Australian tuna resource.

French Overseas Territories; A government-to-

government agreement was initially reached between

Japan and France in July 1979. The agreement allows

Japanese tuna fishing in the waters off Polynesia, New
Caledonia, and Wallis-Futuna. The 1991 agreement

allowed 99 Japanese longliners to catch 5,000 t for a

fee of V 1 55 million off French Polynesia; 40 longliners

and 12 pole-and-liners to catch 2,225 t for a fee of ¥47

million off New Caledonia; and 3 longliners and 3

pole-and-liners to catch 460 t for a fee of ¥8 million off

Wallis and Futuna.'"

Negotiations for the 1992 agreement broke off

when the two sides could not reach agreement on the

amount of access fees. Japan reported a sharp decrease

in the tuna catch in French Overseas Territories' waters

during 1991-92 because of the El Nino phenomenon.

Consequently, Japan expected less industry interest in

this fishing area and requested lower access fees.

France, however, insisted on maintaining the same fee

level as in 1991-92.'"

There are two distant-water fishing joint ventures

in New Caledonia. One of these companies, called

Caledonie Kaiun S.A., was established in 1985 with

investment from Matsuya and is engaged in tuna

longlining (appendix VV). The other company, Societ6

Caledoi^mme des Peches Industrielles, was formed in

1989 with investment from Nissui and is engaged in

trawling operafions.

Kiribati: Tliere is a private agreement for tuna

longliners and skipjack pole-and-liners which took

effect in July 1978. During 1991, a total of 40

Japanese tuna vessels caught 3,000 t in Kiribati waters.

Recent negotiations concerning extension of tlie

agreement between the Japanese tuna industry and

Kiribati ended with Kiribati declaring tlie agreement to

be null and void as of August 3, 1993.*'

The Marshall Island^: A government to

goveniment agreement was reached in April 1981 and

fees are currently paid on a per vessel per trip basis.

There is apparently one joint venture company called

Nankatsu Corporation Inc. which was established in

1984 by Nanyo Shigen for skipjack fishing and

processing in the Marshall Islands (appendix VV).

Federated States of Micronesia (FSM): Japan

first gained access to the FSM tuna resource in January

1979 when a private agreement became effective. The

original agreement was based on a lump-sum payment

system where vessels paid a single fee to operate in the

Micronesian EEZ during the agreed period. A per

vessel per trip system was introduced in 1984, by

which vessels pay an amiual registration fee and permit

fee each time they enter the Micronesian EEZ. Japan

paid Micronesia nearly $31 million in access fees

between 1979-90, accounting for over 75 percent of

total FSM revenue obtained from access fees."'

A joint venture company has been established

between the Okinawa Inshore Tuna Association and the
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Micronesian Fisheries Corporation; it will allow small-

scale Japanese tuna vessels (less tlian 20GRT) to t'lsh in

Micronesian waters. Tlie vessels will be mostly based

in Okinawa Prefecture ports, but vessels from otlier

prefectures will be allowed to participate. The venture

was scheduled to begin operations in March 1993 after

purchasing a used airplane which will transport fresh

tuna to the Japanese market. The venture is being

watched closely by tuna industry observers as a new

opportunity for the deployment of small-scale Japanese

tuna vessels.'"

Other joint ventures have been established between

Taiyo Fisheries and the Chunk State Government in

1990, and between the Japan Overseas Fisheries

Company and Chunk in 1991. Botli joint ventures are

currently inactive"

New Zealand: Japanese trawlers, squid jiggers,

and tuna longliners operate in New Zealand waters

under a bilateral general access agreement which was

reached in September 1978. A total of 40 Japanese

tuna longliners, 32 trawlers, and 29 squid jiggers were

permitted to fish in the New Zealand EEZ during the

1990/91 fishing season. Since the introduction of New
Zealand's Quota Management System, however, only

New Zealand companies and individuals may own

fishing quota and foreign investment in New Zealand

companies is limited to 24.9 percent. Quota holders

may choose to use their own vessels or charter foreign

vessels to catch dieir quota.

Under a charter arrangement, a foreign vessel is

hired to catch a quantity of fish which a New Zealand

company owns. Charter foreign fishing vessels catch

approximately 60 percent of the entire catch in the New
Zealand EEZ. An estimated 100 foreign fishing

vessels will be hired under charter arrangements in tlie

1992/93 fishing year. Tliese vessels come from many
countries, including Japan. New Zealand companies
have benefitted greatly from the use of foreign

chanered vessels because of the lower catching costs

for the.se vessels. The chartered vessel catch is

compo.sed largely of groundfish species, such as hoki

and southern blue whiting, and squid.
^^

Japanese trawlers have targeted squid, jack

mackerel, barracuda, and hoki in New Zealand waters

since 1959. The majority of tlie total Japanese .southern

trawler catch was taken in waters off New Zealand

between 1988-90 (appendix L). Catch in New Zealand

decrea.sed slightly over this three-year period while

fleet deployment stabilized at 32-33 trawlers.

New Zealand has traditionally been Japan's leading

southern trawler fishery, but the imposition of a New
Zealand EEZ brought with it greatly reduced

allocations and catch. As in other parts of tlie world,

Japanese allocations have been gradually phased out as

more of the most valuable fishery resources have been

allocated to domestic fishermen. Japan has received no

quota since 1991, and has been obliged to fonn joint

ventures or operate on a charter basis with New
Zealand fishing companies. Many joint ventures have

been fonned to fish hoki, a groundfish species used in

surimi production. Hoki is the most important target

species for Japanese southern trawlers tlshing in New
Zealand, usually comprising two-thirds of the total

catch (appendix M).

With the nationalization of the New Zealand fishery

as an impetus, Japanese companies have fonned .5

trawling joint ventures. Taiyo has fonned 2 joint

ventures while the smaller Kanai Gyogyo has fonned

3 joint ventures. All of these ventures were fonned

between 1985-90 (appendix WW).

Japanese squidjiggers conducted initial exploratory

fishing off New Zealand during 1970. Thanks to poor
domestic catch and the fact that the New Zealand squid

season was opposite that in Japan, over 100 Japanese

jiggers flocked to this fishery by die mid- 1970s. Since

New Zealand's declaration of a 200-mile EEZ in 1988,

however, Japanese allocations and catch have decreased

drastically. From a peak of 138 vessels catching

50,000 t in 1988/89, only 8,500 t was caught by 29

jiggers in the 1990/91 season (appendix N). The

decline in effort continues as 8 Japanese jiggers caught

just 3,800 t of squid in die 1992/93 season, compared
to 6, 100 t in 1991/92.'"' Japan no longer receives direct

allocations under New Zealand's ITQ management

system, but rather forms pro forma joint ventures

through which Japanese fimis can receive Individual

Transferable Quota (ITQ) allocations.

Two squid jigging joint ventures have been formed

in New Zealand (appendix WW). The Nichimo

company of Japan fonned a squid jigging joint venture

in 1973 called Jaybel Nichimo Fishing Ltd., and

anodier venture called Allied Fisheries N.Z. Ltd. was

formed with the Toshoku Takara Gyogyo in 1979.
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Bilateral talks concerning Japanese tuna fishing in

the New Zealand EEZ concluded without agreement in

Tokyo in January 1993. In December 1992, New
Zealand informed Japan of its proposed regulations for

Japanese fishing during the 1992/93 season. During

the January 1993 meeting, Japan requested less

stringent terms regarding fishing zones, vessel

numbers, fees, and observers, but New Zealand

promised only to review its terms.'"

The New Zealand Government reports, however,

that 17 Japanese longline vessels will be pennitted to

target Southern Bluefin Tuna in the southern tuna

fishery during the 1992/93 fishing season. A total of

9 Japanese longliners will be pennitted to target

albacore and yellowfin tuna in New Zealand's northern

tuna fishery."'*'

As it did in Australia, Nikkatsuren has formed a

joint venture company to ensure continued access to

New Zealand tuna stocks (appendix VV). The

company is called New Zealand Japan Tuna Co. Ltd.,

and was fonned in 1989.

Patau: A private tuna fishing agreement was first

concluded in January 1979. Japan has paid fees using

a lump-sum system although it has proposed changing

this to a "per vessel per trip" system. Disputes over

this issue have caused several interruptions in this

agreement. A new agreement reached in September

1991 provides for annual and per trip vessel pennits.

A total of 33 purse seiners and 65 longliners have

applied for pemiits and will pay a $650,000 access fee

($500,000 under the previous agreement).'"''

The private venture, Palau International Traders

Inc., reportedly has Japanese and Micronesian

ownership, in partnership with Palauans. The finn

operates 54 tuna longliners, most of wiiich are

registered in China and Taiwan.'^"

Papua New Guinea: Japan and the PNG signed a

private fisheries agreement in 1978, but the agreement

was tenninated in 1987 when the two sides could not

agree on fishing fees. Hosui and Nissui fonned a

shrimp trawling joint venture in 1972 called New
Guinea Marine Product Pty., Ltd. which is engaged in

shrimp trawling (appendix VV).

The Solomon Islands: Japanese involvement in the

Solomon Islands began in 1971 when Taiyo conducted

an exploratory tuna fishery. Taiyo soon after formed

a joint venture tuna fishing and processing company
called Solomon Taiyo Ltd. (STL) (appendix VV). The

company was launched with 75 percent Japanese and

25 percent Solomon Islands ownership. STL currently

operates 20 pole-and-line vessels, 12 of which are

chartered from Okinawa Prefecture. In addition, STL

operates 3 group purse seiners and one single purse

seiner. Most of the catch is skipjack which is landed

and canned at local ports."

Tuvalu: Japan has both a govemment-to-

govenunent general access and a private agreement

with Tuvalu which took effect in June 1986. The

agreement reportedly expired in June 1 99 1.

E. Africa/Middle East

Coastal Africa was formerly the most important

fishery for the Japanese southern trawler fleet. The

fleet targeted octopus, squid, and snapper in grounds

off the coasts of Mauritania and Morocco until it

withdrew in 1982. In addition, the trawler fleet

targeted fish in Angolan waters until Angola's

declaration of an EEZ in 1975. Present Japanese

fishing activity focuses on exploiting African tuna

resources. Japanese firms have been involved in a

limited number of joint ventures in this region

(appendix WW).

The Gambia: Japan reached a private-level

agreement with the Gambia in July 1992. The

agreement allows 40 Japanese longliners and 2 purse

seiners access to the Gambian EEZ for one year with

automatic extensions. Longliners pay a fee of $1,000

per vessel for 3 months of fishing, and $350 per month

for a one-month extension. Purse seiners pay a fee of

$5,000 per vessel for 5 months of fishing.
''-

Mauritania: The 1991 Japan-Mauritania fisheries

agreement allows 30 Japanese longliners access for an

access fee of $3,600 per longliner for 3 months, with

an option for a one-month extension for $1,200 per

vessel.
''' The terms of the 1992 agreement (effective

July 30, 1992-July 29, 1993) call for increased access

fees of $3,900 per longliner for 3 months, with an

option for a one-month extension for $ 1 ,300 per vessel.

A total of 30 Japanese longliners will be permitted to

fish in Mauritanian waters.^
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Morocco: Mdrdcco and Japan have annually

renewed a bilateral fishing agreement since 1985. The

most recent renewal, completed in mid- 1993, allows up

to 30 Japanese longliners to catch tuna, primarily

bluefin, in Moroccan waters. Japan will pay $5,500

per vessel for tliree months of fishing, a slight decrease

from die 1992 fee of $6,500.
'"'

Oman: A fisheries aid agreement was signed with

Oman in May 1993."' Japan will provide Oman witli a

16-meter fisheries research vessel, send five Japanese

fishery experts to tlie Oman Ministry of Agriculture

and Fisheries, and train 15 Omanis in Japan. The aid

package will be carried out over five years and was

budgeted at $10 million. It is unclear whether Japanese

access to Omani tuna and demersal resources are a part

of tliis agreement.

Senegal: Japan and Senegal concluded a fisheries

agreement on October 14, 1991. The agreement

allowed Japanese tuna vessels access to Senegalese

waters for the first time since Senegal declared a 200-

mile EEZ in 1976. The agreement will allow 40

Japanese longliners access in exchange for a fee of

$1,500 per vessel per month. In addition, 2 Japanese

purse seiners will be granted access for an advance fee

of nearly $1,400 per vessel."

Seychelles; Japanese longliners are licensed to fish

for tuna in Seychelles waters. Japan has refused to

sign a fishery agreement with the Seychelles because its

vessels fish tliere only a few months of the year. The

number of Japanese longliners licensed in the

Seychelles decreased from 40 in 1988 to 19 in iggo.'"

Sierra Leone: Tlie Japan-Sierra Leone fisheries

agreement gives Japanese tuna longliners and purse

seiners access to the Sierra Leone EEZ. The

agreement reached in November 1990 imposes an

access fee of $2,400 per longliner for 3 months of

fishing witli a possible one-month extension for a fee of

$800 per longliner. Purse seiners must pay $5,000 per

vessel for 3 months, with a possible one-month

extension for a fee of $ 1 ,700 per seiner. A total of 20

longliners and 2 purse seiners are allowed access under

the agreement."

South Africa: In recent years. South Africa has

been the only coastal African country which has

allowed Japanese trawling in its waters. Japanese
trawlers and longliners have operated in South Africa

under a government-to-government agreement which

was concluded in December 1977. Japan received

allocations of approximately 33,000 t from South

Africa until 1986 when concerns over stocks and a

desire to "Soutli Africanize" the jack mackerel fishery

led to gradually reduced allocations (appendix K). A
total of 5 Japanese trawlers caught approximately

11,000 t of fish in South African waters in 1990

(appendices J and L). Tlie South African Government

has amiounced a total phase-out of foreign allocations

by 1993. This would mean the elimination of

Japanese trawlers from African coastal fisheries.

F. Europe

Portugal: Japanese tuna longliners secured access

to tuna in the Portuguese EEZ off the Madeira Islands

under an agreement reached in 1980. Tlie agreement

became void in 1 986 when Portugal became a member

of the European Conuiiunity (EC). Since that time,

Japanese longliners have secured access through

licenses issued by the EC. During 1990, 10 Japanese

longliners were pemiitted to catch 80 t of bluefin tuna.

G. Latin America

Argentina: Argentina allowed Japanese trawlers

access in 1978-79, but limited access to joint venture

operauons from 1980-87. In 1988-89, a total of 3

Japanese trawlers were granted access to Argentine

waters to conduct expU)ratory groundfish surimi

operations. The major Japanese fisheries company,

Nissui, is involved in two joint venture trawling

operations, and the smaller companies (Sakyu Shoten,

Kaiyo Gyogyo, and Kyosui) are also conducting joint

venture trawling operations (appendix XX). The

Japanese finu, S.A. Marine, began a squid jigging

venture in Argentina during 1988. As it did in Chile,

the Tokai Deiihu Company announced plans to begin

surimi production in Argentina in 1991."" Another

niajorJapane.se fisheries company, Nichiro, has a joint

venture with the Pionera company of Buenos Aires

which catches sea bream and shrimp using two fomier

Japanese trawlers."'

Argentina has recently revised its fishing vessel

chartering regulations, peniiitting foreign vessels to fish

in the Argentine EEZ. This has allowed Japanese

squid jiggers to fish in Argentine waters instead of the

Falkland Islands. Japanese jiggers caught 81,000 t of

squid in Argentine waters during the 1992/93 season."
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Brazil: Three Japanese jiggers are reportedly

conducting exploratory fishing off tlie coast of Brazil.

No further details are available."

Chile: Surimi processing joint ventures in Latin

America have taken place largely in Chile and

Argentina. The primary species used are groundfish

such as jack mackerel and hake. In addition to its

operations in Southeast Asia, Tokai Denbu amiounced

plans to set up surimi production in Chile in 1991."

Mitsui Corporation established a surimi joint venture

company with the E.L. Golfo Company of Chile and

hoped to produce 5,000 t of surimi per year for export

to Japan.*'"' The giant Japanese fishery companies,

Kyokuyo and Nissui, began joint venture surimi

trawling operations in 1991.*^ Another of Japan's

major fishery companies, Nichiro, has established a

surimi joint venture in Chile with the Alimentos

Marinos Company. Tliis joint venture hopes to

produce 4,000 t of jack mackerel surimi annually for

the Japanese market." Taiyo and Nissui have also

invested in Chilean trawling operations, and New

Nippo has invested in Chilean longlining operations

(appendix XX).

Falkland Islands: Japanese companies have

deployed both squid jiggers and trawlers off the

Falklands. Fishing effort was negligible in this region

until the mid-1980s. Several Japanese companies and

associations have deployed vessels, often under nominal

charter to British-Falklands joint ventures. In 1993,

Japanese companies sharply reduced their effort off the

Falklands and unconfirmed reports suggest Japanese

companies opted to deploy 32 vessels off Argentina
under the terms of new Argentine chartering

regulations.''"*

Japanese jiggers started catching squid off the

Falkland Islands in 1985. Thanks to ample squid

stocks and a lack of fishing restrictioiLS, effort grew

dramatically to a peak of 110 vessels catching nearly

200,000 t in 1987/88. Oversupply on the Japanese

market and subsequent industry policy to reduce catch

resulted in lower effort in succeeding years, but 82

vessels .sfill caught 110,000 t in 1990/91. The large-

scale reduction in deployment noted above is confimied

by a report that a total of 33 Japanese jiggers caught

28.000 t of squid in the Falkland Islands FEZ in the

1992/93 season, a big decrease from the 76,000 t

caught in this fishery during 1991/92.""

Mexico: The Japan Large Squid-Jigging Vessel

Association has been conducting exploratory jigging

operations off the coast of Mexico. The Association

reportedly sent 6 vessels to the area in 1992.™

Peru: During the past few years, an increasing

amount of interest has been shown in the potential for

a jigging fishery within the Peru EEZ. A total of 30

Japanese squid jigging vessels have secured access to

67,234 t of squid in Peruvian waters in 1993 for a fee

of $160 per ton. Although the 1993 access fee is one-

tliird higher than the 1992 fee, Japanese industry

sources are optimistic that jigging operations will be

profitable because of the recent appreciation of the yen

and increased demand for Peruvian squid by Japanese

squid processors.^' The latest Japanese press reports

indicate that there are 22 Japanese jiggers deployed in

Peruvian waters which have caught 9,000 t during the

still-continuing 1992/93 season. Japanese catch in Peru

has increased dramatically and reached 41,600 t in

1991/92."

Suriname: Japanese shrimp trawling in Suriname is

conducted via the joint venture company, Suriname

Japan Fisheries Ltd. (SUJAFI) (appendix XX).

SUJAFl operates a total of 54 foreign-owned vessels:

45 Japanese, and 9 ROK vessels. Most of the shrimp

is exported to Japan, with some exported to France.

The total nimiber of Japanese trawlers licensed to fish

in Suriname waters has remained fairly constant,

ranging from 36 trawlers in 1987 to 34 trawlers in

1992. The total 1991 catch by Japanese shrimp
trawlers in Suriname is estimated at 1,000 tons."

H. North America

Canada: Japan receives allocations only in the

Atlantic waters of Canada. There have been no

Japanese allocations in Canadian waters of the Pacific

Ocean since 1983. Japanese southern trawlers have

fished extensively off Atlantic Canada. The primary

target species was formerly squid, but recent poor
catches have resulted in a shift of effort to Greenland

halibut and redfish. Japan's catch allocations in

Canadian waters have decreased gradually over the

years, ft-om 40,000 t in 1987 to 34,000 t in 1991

(appendix K).

There are only 2 Japanese fisheries-related

investments in Canada: North Sea Products Ltd. and

Tohto Suisan (B.C.) Ltd. The fonner has invesmient
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capital from die Kibun Company and is involved in

fisheries processing, while tlie latter has capital from

Tohto Suisan and is also involved in fisheries

processing (appendix WW).

United States: Although Japanese vessels no

longer fish in U.S. waters, Japanese companies still

have a wide range of investments in the U.S. fisheries

industry (appendix YY). The majority of tliese

investments is in the North Pacific Alaska

poUock/surimi, salmon, and crab fisheries.

VIII. Aid to Developing Coastal Countries

The Japanese Government provides fishery

materials and technical assistance to promote economic

development in, and maintain friendly relations with,

recipient countries." Overseas fisheries aid is provided

in tlie form of grants and loans (govenmiental), and

Overseas Fishery Cooperation Foundation (OFCF)

(non-profit organization) projects.

A survey of OFCF projects in 1991 and 1992

indicates tlie vital role aid plays in securing access to

promising distant-water fishing grounds. During those

two years, the OFCF initiated projects in the following

countries: Micronesia, Mauritius, the Solomon Islands,

Kiribati, Mexico, the Marshall Islands, the Russian

Federation, Australia, Morocco, and Palau."

IX. Outlook

toward value-added operations and away from catch

operations should continue for the foreseeable future.

A. Trawlers

Tlie outlook is especially bleak for Japanese

distant-water trawlers. The fleet has shrunk

dramatically since 1990, and should continue to shrink

in the future. It would not be surprising if the North

Pacific and converted trawler fleets were phased out by

the year 2000, with a limited amount of continued

hokuten, southern, and shrimp trawling. This distant-

water trawling fishery is simply too unprofitable for

Japanese fishing companies to continue much longer.

The most probable scenario, which can already be

observed, is one where Japanese companies sell their

factory trawlers to foreign joint venture partners in

developing countries. Under this arrangement,

Japanese fishery companies offer technical expertise in

exchange for access to the final product which is

exported to Japan.

B. Squid Jiggers

Japanese squid jigger effort should continue to shift

from traditional grounds off New Zealand and the

Falkland Islands to new grounds off Argentina and

Peru. If exploratory jigging off Brazil and Ecuador is

successful, a good number of Japanese vessels will

probably flock to these new fisheries. The size of the

fleet should continue to slowly decrease as increased

access fees and operation costs make distant-water

jigging increasingly unprofitable.

C. Driftnet Vessels

With the exception of tuna longlining, the scale of

Japanese distant-water fishing operations has decreased

significantly in the past few years. Japan has received

no U.S. allocations since 1989; high-seas salmon

fishing was banned as of 1992; high-seas pelagic

driftnetting was terminated at the end of 1992; tlie

donut hole is closed to fishing. The day when all

Japanese distant-water fishing operations become

unprofitable may soon be at hand, if it is not here

already (appendix ZZ). Consequently, it may not be

an overstatement to suggest that someday there may be

no direct Japanese involvement in distant-water catch

operations, simply because it is no longer possible to

compete with less-developed Asian rivals which have

cheap and abundant labor. The inexorable trend

In the wake of the U.N. moratorium on high-seas

pelagic driftnet fishing, there are few viable alternatives

for the vessels in tliis fleet. Exploratory squid jigging

on the high-seas of the north Pacific has thus far been

unsuccessful, and it is doubtful whether it would he

profitable for former driftnet vessels to move into other

distant-water tuna or squid jigging fisheries. The most

plausible scenario is that many driftnet vessel owners

will seek Goveriuuent compensation and sell their

vessels for scrap or export to developing countries.
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D. Distant-water Salmon Vessels

The future for this fleet is bleak. The fleet is

composed largely of older vessels trying to catch an

increasingly limited amount of fish. This fishery could

be phased out by the turn of the century.

E. Distant-water Tuna Vessels

Thanks to the high market value of sashimi-grade

tuna, this is one sector where the Japanese distant-

water fleet has been able to operate in the black, but

this situafion may change. Oversupply of sashimi-

grade tuna on the Japanese market, combined with

rising fuel and labor costs, may well make it

impossible for Japanese fishery companies to conduct

profitable catch operations in this fishery. Japanese

companies will continue to provide capital and

expertise, but the actual fishing will be done

increasingly by fleets in developing countries (e.g.

China and Indonesia) with much lower operating costs.

Tliis is particularly true for the longline and pole-and-

line fleets which specialize in tuna for the sashimi

market and are highly labor-intensive.

Tlie Japanese purse seine fleet in the central Pacific

may continue to show slow growth, but this fleet faces

the same constraints as its longliner and pole-and-line

compatriots, so an extensive expansion of Japanese

purse seine effort is unlikely. If limits are placed on the

number of seiners permitted to operate in the central

western Pacific fishery, many Japanese purse seiners

will probably shift their efforts on Indian Ocean

skipjack and yellowfln fisheries.
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Appendix SS. —
Japan



Appendix TT. --
Japan. Fisheries-related investments in Indonesia.

Countn Japanese Investors Local Company Name Date of

Permission

Company Activities

Indonesia Toho Suisan I'.T. Misaja Mitra Co.. Ltd. 1968 F-isheries

Processing/Refrigerating

Sumitomo Shoji P.T. Central Java Marine Products 1969 Refrigeration, processing,

exports

Nissui

Mitsubishi

P.T. West Irian Fishing Industries 1970 Shrimp Trawling

Nissui

Hosui

Nissho Iwai

P.T. Irian Product Development 1970

Taiyo

Milsui

1' r. Nusantara Fishery 197(1

Arafura Shinju P. T Pearl Development 1972

Nichiro

Mitsubishi

P. T. Alfa Kumia Fish Enterprise 1973

Nichimcn

Tokusui

P T Dwi Bina Utama 1974

Manioyama Development P.T. Mamoyama Irian Development 1977

Kaneko Shinju

Kaneko Sangvo

P. T. Manei Southern Pearl 1978

Kaigai Shokusan P. r, Minarava Aceh Fishing Industry 1980

Kakuta Kaigai Shinju P T Arta Samudra 1981

Indonesia Pearl P. r. Ilikarilampung Permai 1981

Mitsuniolo Hocki P. r. Kcndari Mutiara Indonesia 1990

Kyokko Sangyo P. r. Budaya Mutiara 1 990

Nichigo Pearl P.T. Paloma Agung 1984

K & S P r Prima Kasindo 1 990

Sc\ en I )Lcans International P. T. Pol'ico 1969

Nisshin Boeki P. r. Nisshin Samudera Mutiara 197.S

Konan Suisan Jacana Fishing Corp. 1971

Kyokko Sangyo 1' r. Kyokko Shinju Indonesia 1987

Furuya Kaigai Shinju 1' 1 Asa Mutiara Nusantar.i I4SX

Shrimp trawling, fisheries

processing

Shrimp Trawling, fisheries

processing

Pearl Culture

Shrimp Trawling

Shrimp Trawling

Skipjack flakes processing

Pearl Culture

Skipjack flake, shrimp

processing

Peari Culture

Pearl Culture

Pearl Culture

Pearl Culture

Pcari Culture (technical

assistance)

Mother pearl culture

Shrimp trawling, frozen

processing

Pearl Culture

Refrigeration*

Pearl Culture

Peari Culture

Source: Sui\aii Neiikiin. 1992

*- currently inaclive.
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Appendix MU. -



Appendix VV. -



Appendix WW. -
Japan. Fisheries-related Investments in Oceania and Africa.

Country



Appendix XX -

Japan. P-isheries-relatcd investments in Latin America and Canada.

Country



Appendix YY. -
Japan. Fisheries-related investments in the United States.

CountiT

United States

Japanese Investors

Taiyo

Taiyo

Nissui

Nichiro

Nisshin

Kaiyo

Taiyo

Marumitsu Shokai

Marubeni

Marubeni

Marubeni

Taiyo

Marubeni

Walae Shoten

Walae Shoten

Walae Shoten

Marumitsu Tsuda Suisan

Nakamura Goro

Nakamura Goro

Nissui

Beikoku Mitsui

Kibun

Nissui

Hosui

Nichiro

Nichiro

Nichiro

Nichiro

Nichiro

Kato Suisan

Pan Asia Tsusho

Sasatani Shoten

Gala.xy International

New Nippo

Iloko Suisan

Hoei Tsusho

Toto Suisan

Local Company Name

Western Alaska Fisheries Inc.

Alaska Marine Service Inc

Arctic Alaska Fisheries Corp.

Nichiro Pacific Ltd.

Westward Seafoods Inc.

S.A. Packers Inc.

Togiak Fisheries Inc.

North Pacific Processors Inc.

Bering Sea Fi.sheries Inc

Alyeska Seafoods Inc,

Clipper Seafoods, Ltd.

Royal King Trawler Inc.

Ocean Mist Fi,sheries Ltd. Partnership

Marumitsu Marine Corp.

Pacific Marine Products Corp

Pan Marina Products Corp.

Morpac Inc.

Kibun Corp. of America

Universal Seafoods Ltd.

Northern Seafoods Inc,

New Wave Fisheries Inc.

Peninsula Salmon Inc,

Seven Seas Fishing Co,

Peter Pan Seafoods Inc

Sea HIcnd Food Inc,

Alaskan Bounty Corp,

Homer Seafoods

Oxnara Seafoods Inc

Jubilee Fisheries Inc,

Alaska Ocean Seafood. Ltd.

Hoei Trading America Inc.

Maruhide Marine Products Inc

Date of

Permission

1963

1990

1989

1967

1989

1971

1970

1972

1972

1985

1987

1991

1989

1971

1973

1974

1973

1974

1974

1984

1986

1979

1979

1979

1986

1980

1976

1977

1984

1988

1974

1976

Company Activities

Canning, Salmon Roe,

Processing

Fisheries Import/Export

Trawling, Surimi

processing

Salmon Roe, Canning

Surimi Processing

Processing (freezing)

Salmon canning/freezing

Salmon canning /freezing

Salmon canning/freezing

Processing/freezing

Lonlinging

Trawling

Longlining*

Sea Urchin processing

Sea Urchin processing

Sea Urchin processing

Salmon canning/freezing

Surimi manufacturing

Processing/Sales

I'urchasing/processing

Trawling

Salmon fishing

Crab fishing

Canning/purchasing

Surimi processing

Processing/seining

Processing

Surimi processing

Bottom longlining. .sales

Trawling

I'urchasing/processing

Sea Urchin processing

* -
currently inactive

Source; Sui.uin Nenkun. 1992.
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Appendix ZZ. -
Japan. Profitability of distant-water Heets, 1987-91.



Republic of Korea

Tlie Republic of Korea's (ROK) distant-water fishing fleet has shown growth in some sectors during the past

few years, but faces an increasingly bleak future. With the advent of international regulation of commercially

important high-seas fisheries, the ROK distant-water trawler fleet is losing access to major fishing grounds and may

eventually follow die Japanese example of moving away from catch operations to post-harvesting, value-added

operations.
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registered tons) indicate a sustained level of fleet

1. Distant-water Fishing Fleets expansion between 1982 and 1992 (appendix A). ROK
— Government statistics indicate that the distant-water

fleet decreased to about 650 vessels in the mid-1980s,

ROK distant-water fi.shing began in 1957 when but there was another surge of growth to nearly 800

several ROK tuna longliners conducted exploratory vessels by 1989. The fleet has decreased slightly since

fishing in the Indian Ocean. The fleet grew from less then to a total of 771 vessels in 1991 (appendix B).

than 100 vessels in the early 1960s to a peak of 850 With the exception of squid jiggers, the major ROK
vessels in the late 1970s.' Lloyd's of London statistics distant-water fleets have all decreased in size .since

for the largest ROK fishing vessels (t)ver 500 gross 1989 (figure !). Recent infomiation from the Japanese
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Figure I. Republic of Korea. Nuntber of disiam-wmer fishery vessels, hy vessel rype; I9K5-9I.

fisheries press indicates that the ROK distant-water

fleet is shrinking rapidly, from 757 vessels in 1992 to

only 645 vessels in 1993.-

ROK Government statistics indicate that this is a

rapidly aging fleet, particularly for trawlers and jiggers

(appendix C). Overall figures indicate that while 22

percent of the ROK distant-water fleet was over 20

years old in 1985. that figure had risen to 35 percent

by 1991 . The only distant-water fishery that showed a

significant number of new vessels is the longlining

fishery, where 33 percent of the vessels were 0-5 years

old. and only 19 percent were more than 20 years old.

Total ROK catch peaked at 3.6 million metric tons

(t) in 1986, and decreased to 3.0 million t in 1991

(appendix D). Distant-water catch has occupied a

significant proportion of the total catch, ranging from

25 percent in 1986 to 29 percent in 1991. Distant-

water catch peaked at 930,000 t in 1989, hut decreased

in the two succeeding years to 874,000 t in 1991

(appendix E). Catch decreased from 1990 to 1991 for

North Pacific trawlers, squid driftnet vessels, and tuna

longliners, hut increased for tuna purse seiners and

squid jiggers (figure 2). Figures for 1993 indicate thai

this decreased catch trend is accelerating. ROK
distant-water catch decreased 31 percent during

January-May 1993 compared to the same time period

in 1992.' The most important ROK distant-water

fisheries in terms of overall catch are trawlimj, tuna

purse seining, squid jigging, and longlining. The only

two ROK distant-water fisheries which have shown

consistent growth since 1985 are the distant-water tuna

purse seine and trawler fisheries located outside of the

North Pacific.

A. Trawlers^

ROK distant-water trawling began in 1966 wiien 8

stern trawlers fished in the Atlantic Ocean. In

following years, ROK trawlers expanded their

operations to the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans.

Until 1991, the majority of the ROK distant-water

trawler catch came from the North Pacific trawl

fishery, which targets Alaska pollock in the Central

Bering Sea "donut hole," Japanese waters off

Hokkaido, the Russian EEZ, and in the central Sea of

Okhotsk "peanut hole." ROK distant-water trawlers,

fishing outside the North Pacific, target a wide variety

of species, squid being the most important. The

number of ROK distant-water trawlers decreased

gradually from 233 in 1985 to 219 in 1990. Their

number decreased dramatically to 146 vessels in 1991,

largely because of tiie poor catch in the donut hole

fishery (appendices B and F),

North Pacific Trawlers: Alaska pollock is by far

the most important species caught in this fishery.

Before the expansion of fishery jurisdictions to 200
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nautical miles and the subsequent establishment of

Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ). the ROK had access

to lucrative Alaska pollock fisheries in U.S. and Soviet

waters. Even after access was limited for ROK
fishennen, the ROK was able to increase total Alaska

pollock catches during the late 1970s and early 1980s,

with a peak catch of nearly 600,000 t in 1986.

Beginning in 1985, however, directed fi.shing

allocations for the ROK within the U.S. EEZ were

sharply reduced and were finally reduced to zero in

1988.

ROK trawlers consequently shifted their effort to

the high-seas area of the Central Bering Sea doiiut

hole. Tlie ROK donut hole catch increased from only

13,000 t in 1980 to over 300,000 t in 1989 (appendix

F). The dramatic drop in donut hole catches during

1990 and 1991 and a subsequent voluntary moratorium

on fishing in the donut hole during 1993/94, caused the

ROK North Pacific fleet to shift its effort to Japanese,

Russian, and peanut hole waters. In September 1992,

the ROK Government announced plans to redeploy the

4 1 -vessel North Pacific ROK trawler fleet by sending

31 vessels to Russian and peanut hole waters, and 10

vessels to waters off Hokkaido, Japan. Under the

ROK-Japan fisheries agreement, Japan may not

regulate ROK vessels fishing outside Japan's 12-mile

territorial waters. The ROK Government has agreed to

licen.se only 14 trawlers to fish in this region, but the

Japanese Government has been pressing for further

reductions.'

The Russian Federation's unilateral declaration of

a ban on fishing in the peanut hole as of June 15,

1993, prompted the ROK to temporarily withdraw its

fleet (reportedly 18 trawlers) from the peanut hole and

from the Russian Exclusive Economic Zone in the

spring of 1993. As a good faith measure, the ROK
offered to reduce its peanut hole catch by 25 percent in

1993, but made clear its intention to resume fishing

once that mark was reached. It is unclear whether

ROK trawlers have resumed fishing in the peanut hole,

but the ROK Government informed Russia in August

1993, that it will allow its trawlers to resume fishing in

the peanut hole."

The Japanese fisheries press reports that the ROK
North Pacific trawler catch has decreased by nearly 50

percent during the first half of 1993, from 100,000 t in

the first half of 1992 to 54,000 t in the first half of

1993. The same press report indicates that only 24 of

the 32 ROK vessels licensed to fish in this region are

actually fishing. The remaining vessels are reportedly

tied up ill Pusan.'

North Atlantic Trawlers; Four ROK trawlers

have been fishing in Nt)rtli Atlantic high-seas waters,

just outside the Canadian EEZ off the coast of

Newfoundland. According to the ROK Government,
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the fleet targeted redfish rather than cod, which is the

species most often targeted by fishing fleets in the

North Atlantic. The Canadian Government has sought

the cessation of foreign fishing in this region because

of the depleted Canadian cod resource and has

requested the withdrawal of ROK vessels from tliis

fishery since 1988.* The ROK announced in February

1993 that it would comply with Canada's request and

witlidraw the four trawlers from the region by the end

of April 1993. The ROK Government did not reveal

how it would compensate its fishermen for this lost

fishing ground.'

Southern Trawlers: Other ROK distant-water

trawlers primarily target squid which are caught in the

southwestern Atlantic and off New Zealand. Tlie

trawler-caught squid catch increased from 39,000 t in

1990 to nearly 60,000 t in 1991 (appendix G). There

are reportedly 44 trawlers fishing in the soutliwest

Atlantic and 9 trawlers fishing off New Zealand.'"

These vessel numbers are consistent with 1991 catch

stadstics which show a squid catch of 54,000 t in the

Atlantic and 5,000 t in the Pacific (appendices H and

I).

Shrimp Trawlers: As is the case with Japan, the

ROK has a sizable distant-water trawler fleet fishing

for shrimp in waters off South America. The only

official statistics available for this fleet indicate that

tliere were 112 ROK distant-water shrimp trawlers in

1991 (appendix B). ROK trawlers, based in Suriname

and Brazil, have registered amiual catches between

1,500 to 4,000 tons."

B. Squid Jiggers

The ROK's squid jigging and driftnet fisheries

began simultaneously in the northwest Pacific in 1979.

Jigging operations are currently conducted primarily in

the southwestern Atlantic, and off New Zealand and in

Peruvian waters. ROK Government statistics indicate

a slow growth in the fleet from 1985-89, but a near

doubling of the fleet size in 1990 (appendix B). A total

of 98 ROK squid jiggers were deployed in 1991 with

a total catch of 150,000 tons.'' Catch stanstics show

that nearly 75 percent of this squid is taken in the

Atlantic Ocean. Total jigging catch has fluctuated

greatly since 1988, but has ranged between 86,000 and

150,000 tons during the last 5 years (appendix E).

C. Driftnet Vessels

Tlie ROK distant-water high-seas pelagic driftnet

fleet began fishing primarily for flying squid in 1979.

Most ROK driftnet vessels were converted tuna

longliners, 90 percent of which were more than 16

years old." Vessels sizes ranged from 170-500GRT,

with an average capacity of 290 gross registered tons.

The number of driftnet vessels grew rapidly from 14 in

1980 to 99 by 1983, and then to 130 in 1987. In 1992,

the final year of the driftnet fishery, a total of 105

ROK vessels participated.

In the wake of the 1992 United Nations driftnet

moratorium, the ROK Government implemented two

programs to assist its driftnet fishermen: 1) provision

of loans to driftnet vessel owners to encourage

conversion to squid jigging and saury fishing, and 2)

purchase of obsolete driftnet vessels for scrapping.

The ROK Govenmient allocated $50 million for the

loan conversion plan (75 vessels) and $10.6 million for

the vessel buy-back program (30 vessels) in 1992. The

ROK Government conducted exploratory squid jigging

on the former North Pacific driftnet fishing grounds

during 1992, but meager catch results indicate tliat this

method is not a feasible alternative for that fishing

ground.
'''

In a survey of ROK driftnet vessel owners

conducted in late 1992, it was discovered that the

owners planned to retire 56 of the driftnet vessels, and

convert 44 vessels to alternative (unspecified) fishing

methods. The fate of the remaining five vessels

remains to be determined.''' It is likely tliat former

driftnetters, now converted to jigging, will focus their

effort on Latin American grounds off Argentina, Peru,

and Ecuador."'

D. Distant-water Tuna Vessels

Tlie ROK distant-water tuna fishery began in 1957

with tuna longlining in the Indian Ocean." ROK
distant-water tuna vessels can be divided into two

classifications: longliners which fish in the Atlantic,

Pacific, and Indian Oceans; and purse seiners which

operate in the central western Pacific. At the end of

1991, a total of 285 ROK distant-water mna vessels

were operating; 248 were longliners and 32 purse

seiners (appendix B).
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Longliners: The ROK tuiia longliner fleet consists

of longliners based at Pusan, and at foreign ports

around the world. The domestic-based longliners

target bigeye and yellowfin tuna for the Japanese

Sashimi market, while the foreign-based fleet focuses

on albacore for camiing. Data for 1992 supplied by the

U.S. Embassy in Seoul indicate there were 195

domestic-based ROK tuna longliners: 178 in the

Pacific, 4 in the Indian Ocean, and 13 in the Atlantic

Ocean. There were 53 ROK foreign-based longliners:

42 in the Pacific, 5 in the Indian Ocean, and 6 in the

Atlantic.'"

It has been reported in Japan that there was a

major shift in effort by ROK longliners from the Indian

and Atlantic Oceans to the Pacific Ocean during 1991.'"

This shift is reflected in the most recent statistics from

the Indo-Pacific Tuna Programme and the International

Convention for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas

which show the ROK Indian Ocean longliner fleet

decreased from 112 vessels in 1988 to 77 ve.ssels in

1990, and ROK Atlantic Ocean longliners decreased

from 33 in 1989 to 17 in 1990.-"

The Forum Fisheries Agency believes that there

may be as many as 300 ROK longliners active in the

Pacific.-' The Japanese tuna industry press reports that

192 ROK longliners were active in the Pacific as of

February 1992 (an increase of 23 percent from the 167

vessels active in 1985), but it is believed that ROK
companies own approximately 80 percent of the

estimated 200 flag-of-convenience tuna longliners

fishing in the western Pacific, so the figure of 300

ROK longliners may be more accurate.
"

It has also been reported that fishing for albacore

by ROK foreign-based longliners in the south Pacific

was poor during the 1990/91 season. Combined with

low albacore prices, poor unit-of-effort catch results

forced the fleet to target bigeye and yellowfin tuna for

the Japanese sashimi market. The number of ROK

longliners based in Pago Pago, American Samoa (one

of the main tuna canning locations in the Pacific),

dropped from 25 longliners in 1989 to just 8 vessels in

1991.-'

The Japanese fisheries press reported in 1990 that

the ROK tuna industry had received pennission to build

36 tuna longliners. Of this total, 26 were to be

exported, and 10 were to be added to the domestic

fleet. Oversupply on the Japanese sashimi market and

increased competition from Taiwan longliners resulted

in weakened interest for increased investment in new

ROK tuna longliners. As a result, only 5 of the 26

longliners for export markets and 2 of tlie 10 longliners

for the domestic market were actually built.-'' The

situation in 1993 appears to be even more bleak with

reports of additional ROK distant-water tuna vessels

tied up in the port of Pusan, no longer able to compete

with rival fleets, particularly the Taiwan fleet.-''

Purse Seiners: There were 32 ROK tuna purse

seiners active in the central western Pacific during

1991. Purse seining operations take place off the

northern coast of Papua New Guinea and the catch is

composed primarily of yellowfin tuna with the

remainder consisting largely of skipjack. South Pacific

Commission data indicates that the ROK purse seining

fleet, although smaller in number than the U.S. and

Taiwan fleets, was able to catch more fish than any

other country in 1991 (243,000 t). The .success of the

ROK fleet is attributed to efficient at-sea transshipment

operations which enable ROK vessels to avoid stopping

in local ports and thereby increase the amount of time

devoted to catch operations.-^

With the concentration of distant-water purse seine

effort in the central western Pacific, many Pacific

Island nations have become concerned about possible

overfishing. In October 1992, eight members of the

South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA) known as

the "Nauru Group" (Federated States of Micronesia,

Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Palau, Papua New

Guinea, Solomon Islands, and Tuvalu) signed an

agreement which places a limit on the number of

distant-water purse seine vessels fishing in the central

and western Pacific. The vessels in this fishery mainly

target skipjack and yellowfin tuna and account for the

majority of catch in the South Pacific. The signatories

justified the need for a limit by noting the rapid

capitalization of this fishery and its possible detrimental

effects on tuna stocks.''

As is the case with its Taiwan and Japanese

competitors, ROK tuna fleets face an acute shortage of

domestic labor. Although Goverimient statistics

indicate the number of distant-water fishery workers

has been fluctuating since 1986 (appendix K), it is

reasonable to assume that a downward trend similar to

Japan should take hold since fewer and fewer young

Koreans are interested in working in distant-water

fishing operations.
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II. Government Promotion of Shipbuilding

water fishing grounds, and reorganize die structure of

die distant-water fishery associations.^"

There is no information available which indicates

that the ROK Goveninient is promoting the

construction of new fishing vessels.

III. Current Status of Shipbuilding

Construction of new distant-water fishing vessels

has been at a standstill in the ROK since 1989 and the

ROK Government is expected to suspend its financial

support for new vessel construction. Funds originally

earmarked for new vessel construction in 1992

(approximately $44 million) were used instead to

finance the renovation and upgrading of over 300

coastal and offshore ROK fishimz vessels."*

IV. Government Regulation of Fleet Size

In 1991, the ROK National Fisheries

Administration (NFA) amiounced new policies in

anticipation of full ROK fisheries trade liberalization in

1997. Between 1992 and 2001, the NFA plans to

reduce the total tomiage of the ROK coastal and

inshore fisheries fleet from the 1991 level of

963,000GRT to less dian 900,000 gross registered tons.

The reduction will focus on small fishing vessels using

small-niesh nets diat deplete vital fishery stocks. In

addition, the NFA announced plans to reduce fishing

fleets operating in the donut hole and in the

soudiwestern Atlantic squid fishing ground near the

Falkland Islands. The NFA will compensate affected

fishemien for lost revenue and will purchase their

vessels and gear. The NFA plans to use the purchased

vessels as artificial reefs to enliance stocks in coastal

waters. The NFA also established the Foreign

Fisheries Development Foundation to explore potential

new fishing grounds beyond the ROK 200-mile FEZ.-''

ROK Government and industry leaders met in April

1993 to discuss long-tenn strategies and pro-active

measures for the ROK distant-water fishing industry.

Industry leaders proposed that the Goveninient reduce

interest rates, improve licensing procedures for distant-

water fishing vessels, actively work to secure distant-

V. Vessel Exports

Compared to Japan, the ROK has exported only a

small number of fishing vessels (appendices L-T).

Significant exports of large ROK fishing vessels began

only in the late 1980s. Nations most closely associated

with flag-of-convenience registry (Panama, Honduras,

St. Vincent-Grenadines, Singapore) appear often in

these statistics. Japanese fishery industry sources

speculate that most flag-of-convenience fishing vessels

are aging Japanese-built tuna longliners registered in

flag-of-convenience countries by Korean and Taiwan

companies. Tliese vessels are believed to focus their

operations on catching and freezing tuna for the

Japanese sashimi market. ROK exports of fishing

vessels to the flag-of-convenience nations noted above

show that the ROK exported a total of 43 vessels with

an average capacity of 500GRT between 1986 and 1991

(appendix U). It should be noted that no ROK vessels

were exported to these 4 countries in 1992. It is not

clear why ROK exports of fishing vessels to these flag-

of-convenience nations have decreased, but the

Japanese tuna industry has been urging the ROK and

Taiwan tuna industries to discourage flag-of-

convenience registry since a glut of sashinii-grade tuna

supplied by flag-of-convenience longliners has

depressed the Japanese sashimi market.

VI. Access to Foreign Fishing Grounds"

With the temiination of access to the waters of

many countries, including the United States and

Canada, and increasing restrictions on distant-water

highseas fisheries, ROK fishemien have focused their

attention on the value-added fisheries processing sector

and gained access to foreign fisheries through joint

ventures, primarily with developing coastal countries.

ROK vessels have secured access to 200-mile zones in

Argentina, Peru, the Falkland Islands (United

Kingdom), Kiribati, the French Pacific Island

territories, Papua New Guinea, New Zealand, the

Philippines, Mexico. Suriname, Colombia, Sierra

Leone, Senegal, Angola, Guinea-Bissau. Saudi Arabia,

China, and Russia.
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Gaining access to these fisheries has become

increasingly expensive. The ROK National Fisheries

Administration reports that the ROK paid nearly $94

million in foreign fishery access fees during 1991, a

290 percent increase over such fees paid in 1 990. The

highest fees were paid to the former Soviet Union

($52.8 million), tlie United Kingdom ($8.6 million),

Papua New Guinea ($7.2 million), and Kiribati ($5.5

million).'- Infonnation regarding ROK distant-water

fleet activity and joint ventures in foreign countries is

as follows:

A. Former Soviet Union/Russian Federation

Bilateral Agreement: The ROK and the Russian

Federation signed a fisheries agreement in September
1992. Under the agreement, each side is granted

access to the others' waters; joint ventures are

encouraged in fishing, processing, and aquaculture; and

joint resource assessment research will take place. In

particular, Russian officials hope for ROK investment

in onshore processing and storage facilities projects in

exchange for granting ROK vessels access to Russian

waters.

The ROK North Pacific trawler fleet received

Alaska pollock allocations within the Russian EEZ in

1992 and 1993, but has so far managed only a

negligible Alaska pollock catch in Russian waters.

ROK vessels were given Alaska pollock allocations in

the waters of the disputed Northern Territories in 1992,

but the Japanese Government urged the ROK to respect

tlie Japanese claim to the territories, and thus the ROK
actually caught very little Alaska pollock in Russian

waters during 1992. In 1993, the ROK was given an

allocation in the Russian EEZ of 150,000 t, but the

inability of the two sides to reach quick agreement on

fees has resulted in limited ROK fishing within Russian

waters.

Joint Ventures: ROK fishing companies first

formed joint ventures with fomier Soviet companies in

1989 which allowed over-the-side purchases in Russian

waters by ROK fishennen. By 1991, as many as 12

ROK companies with 23 vessels were participating in

these joint ventures. The Korean captains purchased an

estimated 90,000 t of Alaska pollock, up one-half from

the 61,000 t purchased in 1990. A total of 25 ROK
vessel owners were expected to purchase 1 10,000 t of

Russian fi.sh through these arrangements in 1992."

Final results, however, are not available.

The giant ROK multinational corporation Samsung
has signed a 3-year contract (August 1991 -July 1994)

to purchase Russia-origin Alaska pollock from the

Russian Sobvryflot company. Samsung plans to

process the Alaska pollock in China and Thailand

where labor is inexpensive and sell the product in the

United States. Samsung will pay Sobvryflot $6 million

per year for 8,000 t of Alaska pollock.**

Cooperation between the ROK and Russia is also

taking place in fisheries science and technology. At a

conference held in April 1992, Russia agreed to

provide krill processing expertise in exchange for ROK
salmon hatchery technology. The two countries also

discussed a joint squid jigging survey on the high-seas

of the North Pacific to measure the effectiveness of

jigging in comparison to the now-banned driftnet

method. '' ROK jiggers reportedly conducted

exploratory fishing for squid in tlie Russian EEZ off

the southern Kuril Islands in late 1992.'^ No further

information about tliis fishery is available.

Russian and ROK officials reached agreement on

several additional fishery cooperation projects during

meetings held in tlie ROK in March 1993. Joint

projects include surveys of the Alaska pollock resource

in the peanut hole and cuttlefish resources in tlie waters

of the two countries, research and tests of trawling

gear, and the exchange of marine fishery science

information and scientists."

The ROK fisheries industry fervently hopes

cooperation with Russia will provide a much-needed

boost to its distant-water fisheries. Access to Russian

waters will be especially vital for those North Pacific

trawlers which previously had access to U.S. and donut

hole waters. However, future expansion of this

relationship has been threatened by tlie apparently

unreasonable price demands and contract tenns

demanded by Russian joint venture partners. Russia's

detemiination to close tlie peanut hole to foreign fishing

has also deterred cooperation.
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B. East Asia

China: China has allowed ROK vessels access to

its waters since 1988. A total of 17 ROK vessels

caught 2,724 t in 1991, a 58 percent decrease from

1990. Chinese vessels have been observed poaching in

ROK waters, but the ROK hopes this problem can be

resolved now that the ROK and China have normalized

diplomatic relations. The ROK Government sent a

fisheries delegation to China in June 1993 to discuss

illegal Chinese fishing in ROK waters and explore the

possibility of a bilateral fisheries cooperation

agreement.'*

North Korea: The ROK Government formulated a

proposal for joint salmon resource development with

North Korea during 1991. The proposal included the

establishment of a joint salmon hatchery and joint

salmon fishing and marketing operations.''

C. South/Southeast Asia

India: The ROK tuna fishing company, Tae Eun,

has formed a joint venture in India witli Fishing

Falcons Ltd. of Hyderabad. Equity capital is shared by
tlie Indian promoter, Mr. Sridliar Reddy, Tae Eun

Company, the Indian Marine Products Export

Development Authority, and the public. The joint

venture company operates two ROK-built longliners,

the Vaishnavi I and the Vaishnavi II. Exploratory

fishing was conducted in December 1992 with a

reported daily catch of 2 to 2.5 t of bigeye and

yellowfin tuna per vessel.'"

Indonesia: ROK fishing vessels have access to

Indonesian waters through joint ventures and leasing

arrangements with Indonesian companies. Tlie

Dongwong Industries Company, a major ROK tuna

fishing company, announced in mid-1992 the

construction of a tuna canning plant in Sorong, Irian

Jaya, Indonesia. The camiery would process all fish

caught by tlie company's tuna flfeet operating in the

western Pacific. Tlie plant would reportedly be the

largest in Indonesia.'"

Vietnam: A joint venture tuna canning company
has been established by the Dongwon Industrial

Company in Vietnam. Details are not available, but

Dongwon will provide fishing and processing expertise

for this venture.''- Otlier ROK fishery companies are

expected to build plants in Vietnam to take advantage

of Vietnamese natural resources and cheap labor.

D. Oceania

Cook Islands/Tuvalu: Agreements with these two

South Pacific nations allowed ROK tuna vessels access

only at the end of the 1991-92 fishing season."' No
further information is available.

French Pacific Territories: The ROK-France

agreement allowed 125 ROK tuna longliners to catch

6,100 t of tuna in French Polynesian waters during

1992 for a fee of $835,440.'" This agreement was

reportedly not renewed in 1993 when the two sides

were unable to resolve differences over the amount of

ROK catch to be offloaded at French Pacific ports and

the length of time ROK vessels would be required to

stay at these ports.'"

Kiribati: In 1990, The Korean Deep Sea Fisheries

Association agreed to pay a $960,000 access fee which

would allow 113 ROK longliners to fish in Kiribati

waters. ROK companies were required to hire Kiribati

crew under this agreement.'"' Tlie agreement was

renewed in July 1992, allowing 110 ROK longliners

access for a fee of $1.4 million.
'''

Micronesia: The ROK first concluded a fishery

access arrangement with Micronesia in 1980. By 1990,

a total of 32 ROK purse seiners were licensed to fish

in Micronesian waters. These seiners are largely used

vessels purchased from Japan, Mexico, and the United

States. Tlie ROK fishery access agreement expired in

July 1 990 and has not been renewed despite numerous

negotiations."*

New Zealand: The ROK and New Zealand

concluded a fisheries agreement in March 1978. ROK
vessels were granted direct access to New Zealand

waters under this agreement until the introduction of

New Zealand's Quota Management System which

allows only New Zealand companies and individuals to

own fishing quotas. Quota holders may choose to use

their own vessels or charter foreign vessels to catch

their quota. The bilateral agreement was renewed in

1990, and extends through September 1994.

Under a charter arrangement, a foreign vessel is

hired to catch a quantity of fish which is allocated to a

New Zealand company under the quota system. The
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catch of charter foreign fishing vessels is approximately

60 percent of tlie entire catch in the New Zealand EEZ.

An estimated 100 foreign fishing vessels will be hired

under charter arrangements in the 1 992/93 fishing year.

Tliese vessels come from many countries, including tlie

ROK. New Zealand companies have benefitted greatly

from the use of chartered foreign vessels because they

have lower operational costs. The chartered vessel

catch is composed largely of groundfish species, such

as hoki and southern blue whiting, and squid.
^^

Because the entire New Zealand squid quota is now

allocated strictly to New Zealand companies, it is

difficult to obtain precise information on the niunber of

ROK jiggers being chartered by New Zealand

companies. It is clear, however, that there is still a

significant number of ROK jiggers active in this

fishery.

Papua New Guinea: The ROK-PNG agreement

allows ROK tuna vessels access to PNG fishing

grounds, calls for the promotion of joint fishery

ventures, and provides for the exchange of fisheries

experts. In 1991, 35 ROK tuna vessels caught

approximately 75,000 t of tuna in PNG waters. During

the most recent round of negotiations held in October

1992, the ROK and PNG were unable to reach

agreement because the PNG wanted to reduce the

niunber of ROK vessels by 20 percent over the next

three years and raise the access fee by 12.2 percent.^'

E. Africa/Middle East

Mauritania: The ROK originally concluded a

fisheries agreement with Mauritania in 1983. Tlie

agreement granted 13 ROK vessels an allocation of

50,000 t of fish between 1983-86 for a fee of $3

million.'" It is unclear whether this agreement remains

in force, but there is one fisheries joint venture called

COMACOP (Compagnie Mauritano-Coreeime de

Peche) which is still in operation.^"

Oman: ROK trawlers are fishing for demersal

species such as hairtail and croaker off the coast of

Oman. A total of 8-10 ROK trawlers, 50 meters long,

were reportedly fishing off the coast of Oman in June

1993."

Seychelles: ROK tuna longliners have access to

Seychelles waters under an individual licensing

aereeinent.^ The most recent data indicates 88 ROK

longliners were licensed in 1990", a significant decline

ft-om the 1988 figure of 127 ROK longliners.'"

Yemen: ROK companies reportedly had

agreements with Yemen to fish in the Yemeni EEZ,

but these agreements have expired because the ROK
companies refused to fonii joint venture companies."

F. Latin America

Argentina: In tlie southwestern Atlantic, twenty

ROK fishing companies are forming joint fishery

ventures with an unknown number of Argentine

companies. Tlie principal ROK companies involved in

these joint ventures are Daerim and Samlio while some

of the Argentine companies include Harengus, Mellino,

and Antirtida Pesquera Industrial (API). Over 30

ROK jigging vessels will participate in the joint

venture. ROK squid jiggers have been operating in the

southwestern Atlantic (off the coast of the Falkland

Islands and elsewhere outside the Argentine 200-niile

EEZ) for several years. The ROK Government is

trying to assist its distant-water fishennen who have

difficulty gaining access to fishing grounds by offering

special import privileges to foreign joint venture

companies involving ROK participation.'"

Chile: The ROK signed a technical cooperation

agreement in 1969 which focused on the fishing

industry. Officials agreed in principle during 1975 to

conclude a fisheries cooperation agreement which

provided for krill trawling off Chile, technical

assistance, and joint ventures. The ROK Government

has requested, but not received, fishing allocations

from the Chilean Government.

Falkland Islands: ROK catch in this area was

negligible until 1986 when the total Atlantic squid catch

exceeded 50,000 t for the first time (appendix i).

Catch has continued to increase and exceeded 175,000

t in 1991. Most of the ROK vessels operating off the

Falklands have been fishing under contract with

British-Falklands joint ventures.

ROK squid jiggers were represented by an

organization called KOSAC (expansion unknown) in

access negotiations with the United Kingdom until

1992. In September 1992, a new organization.

Southwest Atlantic, was fonned to represent the 25

ROK companies involved in tliis fishery. During the

October 1992 access nesotiation. Southwest Atlantic
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reportedly requested a fee decrease of 20-30 percent

because tlie ROK squid market was depressed.
'''

In

response to the depressed market, the ROK squid

industry reportedly reduced the total number ofjiggers

deployed in the Falklands from 67 to 65 vessels, and

reduced the number of trawlers from 44 to 40 vessels.

The fishing seasons would also be shortened for jiggers

from 7 months (December to June) to 4 months

(February to June), and for trawlers from all year to 6

months (July to January).
'*"

Peru: The ROK fisheries industry has recently

shown great interest in Peruvian fisheries. Tlie fishery

ministers of the ROK and Peru pledged in March 1993

to strengthen fisheries cooperation between the two

countries. Tlie ROK requested increased access to

Peruvian waters and an installment plan for payment of

access fees. Peru reportedly promised to consider

these requests in a positive mamier. The ROK also

requested permission for ROK trawler fishing in

previously unexploited Peruvian fisheries and the

formation of joint ventures in fisheries processing and

shipbuilding.'''

ROK squid jiggers have been actively fishing in

Peruvian waters since 1 99 1 . The Peruvian Government

allocated a squid quota of 80,000 t in late 1991 to two

Peruvian-ROK joint ventures, Peruko (30,000 t) and

Pescapeko (50,000 t), which operated a total of 31

trawlers in Peruvian waters." In mid- 1992, the

Peruvian Government accepted public bids for squid

allocations. A total of 20 ROK jiggers were granted an

allocanon of 45,000 t for a fee of $185 per ton. This

fee was more than double the $80 per ton fee which

ROK jiggers paid in 1991. Tlie two joint venture

companies which reportedly bid for this allocation were

Peruko (25,000 t) and Royal Prestige (20,000 t). The

ROK Government is reportedly negotiating with Peru

to determine terms of access for ROK squid trawlers

and to explore the possibility of a bilateral fisheries

agreement.*' The Japanese fisheries press reports that

29 ROK squid jiggers received an allocation of 52,678

tons from Peru in 1993."

Suriname: Most ROK shrimp trawlers operate

under the joint venture company, Suriname American

Industries Limited (SAIL), a Suriname Govenunent-

owned, but independently managed fishing company.

SAIL has exclusive contracts with several ROK fishing

companies which operate 70 ROK shrimp trawlers.

SAIL pays market prices for the shrimp landed by

ROK trawlers and exports it mostly to Japan; some is

exported to France. The number of ROK shrimp

trawlers licensed to fish in Suriname has remained

fairly constant, ranging from 85 vessels in 1987 to 89

vessels in 1992. ROK vessels caught an estimated

3,500 t of shrimp in Suriname during 1991 ; the 1992

catch is not available.

G. North America

United States: Until the late 1980s, die ROK
received annual allocations of groundfish (mostly

Alaska pollock) in U.S. waters off Alaska. Due to the

"Americanization" of the U.S. 200-mile zone, such

allocations are now unavailable to ROK fishennen.

The ROK was the first country to establish fishery joint

ventures with the United States. These joint ventures

involved the "over-the-side" purcha.se of pollock and

other groundfish caught by U.S. fishermen and

delivered to ROK factory trawlers. With the rapid

increase of U.S. processing capacity, such joint

ventures have been phased out. The United States and

the ROK have a bilateral "Governing International

Fishery Agreement." which expires December 31,

1993.

VII. Outlook

The long-range outlook for ROK distant-water

fisheries is not a bright one. Increased restrictions on

access to foreign and international waters, rising fishing

fees, increased labor costs, decreasing conmiodity

prices, labor shortages, obsolete fishing vessels, and a

liberalized fisheries market have all played a role in

making distant-water operations increasingly

unprofitable. Financial difficulties for Samho Moolsan,

one of the ROK's leading distant-water fishery

companies, have resulted in bankruptcy and court

management of the company. An additional 30-50

small ROK fishery companies have gone bankrupt since

the late 1980s. The ROK fisheries industry has

requested $125 million in Government assistance, and

the Government has agreed to provide $25 million from

a special emergency account. The fisheries industry

has also requested permission to hire cheap labor from

Southeast Asia and ethnic Koreans from China, but it

is doubtful that even these measures will be able to

stem the seemingly inevitable swing away from distant-

water fisheries.""
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A. Trawlers

With tlie demise of the donut hole fisher>', ROK
distant-water trawlers are finding it difficuh to locate

new fisheries which are profitable. International

political pressure is making future access to the peanut

hole and Northwest Atlantic fisheries problematic. In

addition, rising access fees and nationalization

programs are also hurting the ROK trawling sector.

The ROK trawler fleet will probably focus on joint

ventures with companies in South America, such as

Argentina and Chile, where resources are still abundant

and labor is relatively cheap.

Purse Seiners: Future expansion in this sector will

probably be limited to the central Pacific purse seine

fleet which has grown steadily over the past few years.

Growth in this fleet is threatened, however, by

increasingly strict regulation of purse seine activities by
the South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency. Stringent

regulation could result in a shift in ROK purse seine

effort from the central Pacific to the Indian Ocean.

B. Squid Jiggers

ROK squid jiggers will probably continue to be

active in fisheries off New Zealand and the Falkland

Islands, but it is clear that they are beginning to heavily

fish new grounds off Argentina, Peru, and Ecuador.

This trend toward utilizing new grounds off South

America should continue, and it would be no surprise

if the ROK followed Japan's lead and started exploring

jigging off Brazil. It is doubtful that there will be

long-terai expansion of this fleet, but a good number of

former driftnet vessels are expected to join the jigging

fleet operating off South America.

C. Driftnet Vessels

As mentioned above, a good proportion of former

ROK driftnet vessels are expected to convert to squid

jigging. At least half the former driftnet vessel

owners are expected to apply for Govenmient

compensation and retire their vessels. Many of the

driftnet vessels are old and probably could not be

profitably converted to any other fishing method.

D. Distant-water Tuna Vessels

Longliners: ROK distant-water tuna longliners face

increasingly severe competition from developing

counterparts (e.g. China, Indonesia) which, widi the

help of Taiwan, can deliver sashimi-grade tuna to Japan
at a much lower price. It is therefore doubtful that

there will be further expansion of the ROK longliner

fleet. The remaining ROK tuna longliners will

probably continue to focus on Pacific operations since

distant-water operations in the Atlantic and Indian

Oceans entail considerable labor and fuel costs.
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Appendix F. ROK. Annual Catch and fleet size in the Central
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Taiwan

Tlie Taiwan distant-water fishing industry, like most primary industry sectors in Taiwan, is in apparent decline.

Tlie fishing industry was at one time a model for economic development in Taiwan. Tliis is hardly the case now,

as Taiwan officials pursue policies which promote development of high-tech economic sectors, while providing

compensation to those who forsake traditional occupations such as fishing.
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I. Distant -water Fishing Fleets

Data from Lloyd's of London and Taiwan officials

indicate that the majority of the Taiwan distant-water

fishing vessels have less than 500 gross registered tons

(GRT) (appendices A and C). Taiwan official statistics

put the number of vessels in the distant-water fleet' at

approximately 1,800 vessels in 1990, with the 1991

figure standing at 1,600 vessels (appendices B and C).-

Tuna longliners and trawlers make up the great

majority of the fleet, with the remainder consisting of

tuna and mackerel purse seiners, squid jiggers, and

fomier driftnet vessels (appendix B, figure 1).

Between 1990 and 1991, the number of tuna longliners

and trawlers decreased, while the nimiber of squid

jigger and tuna purse seiners increased.

The distant-water fishing sector dominates overall

Taiwan fisheries catch, largely because coastal and

offshore fisheries suffer from severely depleted fishery

resources. This is seen in the overall Taiwan catch

statistics which show that distant-water fisheries catch
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comprised 54 percent of the total Taiwan catch in 1991

(appendix D). Distant-water vessels remain at sea tor

extended periods of time and sell their catch at foreign

ports, or transfer it to transport vessels for worldwide

distribution. Taiwan officials spend $1-2 million

annually for the operation of 63 foreign fishing supply

and transshipment bases for the distant-water fleet.'

Taiwan distant-water fleet statistics indicate that the

catch peaked in 1990 and decreased slightly in 1991

(appendices E and F). Catch decreased in all sectors

except in the squid driftnet and jigging categories

(figure 2). The trawler fisheries catch has decreased

gradually between 1988-91 while tuna purse seine and

longliner catches have fluctuated.

A. Trawlers

Taiwan trawler fisheries were initiated as early as

1925. During the early days, fishing was conducted in

the nearby East China, Yellow, and South China Seas

by small vessels having 50-80 gross registered tons.

Distant-water operations commenced in 1971 with an

exploratory fishery off the coast of northern Australia.

Taiwan trawlers operated under bilateral access

agreements off the coasts of Australia, the Republic of

South Africa, Indonesia, India, Pakistan, and Somalia.^

At present, most of Taiwan's trawler fleet operates

in coastal Taiwan waters using vessels of less than 50

gross registered tons. It was estimated in 1988 that

250 Taiwan trawlers were fishing in distant-water

grounds,' primarily in Indian and Indonesian waters as

access to foreign waters has been eliminated over tlie

years.'' The bulk of the catch consists of squid,

cuttlefish, shark, snapper, and other species largely

consumed in the domestic market. Overall catch for

Taiwan distant-water trawl fisheries has decreased

nearly 30 percent from the peak year of 1988 to 1991

(appendix G). According to one source, there were

only 5 Taiwan trawlers greater than 1 ,OOOGRT in 1990

and 1991.'

B. Squid Jiggers

Squid jigging operations have produced at least

half of Taiwan's squid supply since their inception in

the early 1970s. Taiwan first conducted exploratory

squid jigging off New Zealand in 1972 and in the

soutliwest Atlantic in 1984." Almost the entire Taiwan

squid jigging catch is now harvested on the fishing

grounds in the .southwest Atlantic off the coast of

Argentina and within the Falkland Islands EEZ.

Taiwan jigging off New Zealand was suspended in

1986, because of "low economic efficiency."'
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There are varying estimates of the number of

Taiwan distant-water squid jiggers. According to

Infofish, the number of Taiwan jiggers operating in the

southwest Atlantic may be as high as 132, but Taiwan

vessel statistics state there were 99 jiggers in 1991

(appendix B). The jigging vessels average 700GRT and

are manned by 18-20 person crews. Taiwan jiggers

are multi-gear vessels which, until the 1992 driftnet

moratorium, fished in tlie southwest Atlantic from

February to June, and then moved to the North Pacific

for driftnet fishing. With the driftnet moratorium,

these vessels may fish for saury in tlie soutliwest

Atlantic from June onwards, or move to tlie Indian

Ocean for tuna longlining.

C. Driftnet Vessels

The number of Taiwan driftnet vessels fishing in

the North Pacific and Indian Oceans totaled 221 in

1991, and decreased to 95 in 1992\ the final year of the

driftnet fishery.'" In addition to squid, these vessels

targeted albacore tuna, swordfish, and shark. Squid

was the primary target species in tlie North Pacific

fishery conducted between May and October, and

highly migratory species were tlie primary target

species in the Indian Ocean fishery conducted between

November and March. The smallest Taiwan driftnet

vessels were 100-I99GRT class, with most

driftnet vessels ranging from 200-399 gross registered

tons.

Following tlie United Nations General Assembly

(UNGA) Resolution No. 44/225 on large-scale pelagic

driftnet fishing, adopted on December 22, 1989, and

the follow-up resolution No. 46/215, which established

a driftnet fishing moratorium effective January 1, 1993,

Taiwan officials took steps to reduce the high-seas

driftnet fleet by 50 percent before June 30, 1992, and

to impose the UNGA moratorium by December 31,

1992.

In July 1991, Taiwan officials introduced the

following measures aimed at reducing the driftnet fleet

size and encouraging conversion to alternative fishing

methods;

1) priority buy-back of driftnet vessels at $480

per GRT, with a maximum compensation of

$200,000 per vessel (1992/93 total budget is

$22.3 million),

2) provision of low-interest loans to owners of

driftnet vessels less than 15 years old to

enable them to covert to alternative fishing

methods, with a maximum loan of $200,000

per vessel at an interest rate of 5.25 percent.
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3) prior to December 31, 1992, provision for

driftnet vessel owners to use tlieir driftnet

vessel construction quota for construction of

tuna purse seiners iiaving at least 1 ,OOOGRT,

and

4) creation of a special fund to promote

consumption of species caught by alternative

fishing methods (e.g. .squid, tuna, and saury).

Taiwan officials reportedly have bought-back

76 older driftnet vessels which have been used

as artificial reefs along the southern coast, and

financed gear conversion for 18 vessels, with

54 additional loan applications under review."

In accordance with the UNGA Resolution 46/215,

Taiwan liceased 64 North Pacific (half the 1991 total)

and 31 Indian Ocean (one-third the 1991 total) drifinet

vessels in 1992. Taiwan officials amiounced on

December 9, 1992, that no Taiwan driftnet vessels

would be liceased in 1993. As of November 1 1 , 1992,

no driftnet vessels were permitted to apply for port

clearance for distant-water fisheries. The 64 North

Pacific driftnet vessels were required to return to

Taiwan for inspection by December 15, 1992. The 31

Indian Ocean vessels were required to cease fishing and

return to Taiwan by December 31, 1992, or call at the

ports of Singapore and Cape Town, South Africa, for

inspection to ensure that driftnet equipment and gear

have been dismantled and properly disposed. These

ves.sels may continue fishing by other methods in the

Indian Ocean or the southwestern Atlantic only after

inspection.

The .lapanese tuna industry has been concerned that

many fonner Taiwan driftnet vessels would be

converted to tuna longlining, thus exacerbating the

continuing problem of i>\ersupply on the Japanese

Sashimi tuna market. Taiwan has assured Japan that

any former driftnet vessels converted to tuna longlining

would be older vessels based in Taiwan because of

their dated ammonia-freezing technology. Newer

driftnet vessels were expected to be converted to squid

jigging.
'-

With the advent of liie traditional May-September
North Pacific driftnet season in 1993, there have been

press reports which claim that Taiwan driftnet vessels

may still be fishing." However, there have not been

any confirmed cases of drifinet fishing by Taiwan-flag

vessels durini: the 1993 season.

D. Distant-water Tuna Vessels

Taiwan distant-water tuna vessels began fishing in

the 1960s. Until the mid-1970s, the majority of the

catch was exported to the international tuna caiuiing

industry. Low prices for canned tuna and the

development of ultra-low temperature freezing

technology during the mid- 1 970s provided Taiwan witli

the impetus to initiate an ultra-low temperature tuna

freezing longliner fleet which continues to be Taiwan's

most lucrative distant-water tuna fishing fleet. This

fleet is capable of catching and storing large amounts

of high-quality sashimi-grade tuna for export to the

lucrative Japanese sashimi market.'^

Taiwan distant-water tuna vessels employ two

fishing methods: longlining and purse seining.

Longliners: The Taiwan distant-water longlining

fleet (larger than lOOGRT) increased during the 1980s,

peaking at 841 vessels in 1990. Figures for 1991

indicate a decrease to 759 vessels (appendix B).

Taiwan longliners fish in the Atlantic, Pacific, and

Indian Oceans, with the majority of the catch consisting

of albacore tuna. The Taiwan Distant-water Fisheries

Association reported in June 1992 the following

breakdown for 650 Taiwan distant-water tuna vessels

affiliated with the Association: 313 freezer longliners

(400-700GRT vessels equipped with super low-

temperature freezers for sashimi tuna production). 216

albacore longliners. 46 purse seiners, and 75 driftnet

vessels. According to the Association, all Taiwan

distant-water longliner owners are members of the

Association, indicating Taiwan official figures cited

above (759 vessels) may include over 100 tuna

longliners engaged in coastal operations.''^

In the Atlantic Ocean, 149 Taiwan longliners

fished for tuna in 1990. The number of Taiwan

longliners in the Atlantic Ocean has varied between 1 10

and 150 since 1987 (appendix H). The majority of the

longliners are 201-500GRT class vessels with the

number of larger longliners (over 500GRT) increasing

to an all-time high of 50 in 1990."^ Approximately 80

of these longliners are actually based in this region, the

home ports for the rest remain in Taiwan. Taiwan

vessels active in the North Atlantic are based in Las

Palmas (Spain). St. Martin (Trinidad), and in St.

Lucia, while vessels active in the South Atlantic are

based in Cape Town (South Africa), and Montevideo

(Uruguay)."
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In the Indian Ocean, the number of Taiwan

longliners has more than doubled since the mid-1980s,

from 127 vessels in 1985 to 276 vessels in 1990

(appendix H). As is the case in the Atlantic, vessels

tend to be of the 200-500GRT class, with a marked

increase in the nimiber of over 500GRT vessels in 1989

and 1990.'* Approximately 25 of these longliners are

actually based in this region, operating out of

Singapore, Mauritius, and Reunion." The rest of these

vessels are presumably based in Taiwan.

In the Pacific Ocean, the Taiwan longliner fleet

consists of two groups: the smaller (less than lOOGRT)

vessels, based in the Federated States of Micronesia,

Guam, the Republic of the Marshall Islands, Palau, and

Taiwan wliich target bigeye and yellowfin tuna for the

Japanese sashimi market; and larger vessels (150-

250GRT) based in American Samoa and Fiji, which

target albacore for canning.'"

Purse Seiners: Tlie Taiwan purse seine fleet is

comparatively new. having begun its operations in

1981. The fleet, consisting of 1,000GRT vessels,

primarily targets yellowfin tuna and skipjack which is

transshipped via Guam or on carriers at sea directly to

the United States, Japan, or Thailand for caiuiing.-'

Tlie Taiwan purse seine fleet has increased dramatically

in size, from zero in 1980 to 46 vessels in 1991."

Effort is concentrated in the central-western Pacific

near Papua New Guinea, Micronesia, and Indonesia,

with a limited catch in tlie Indian Ocean.

To increase its access to the Pacific distant-water

tuna fishery, Taiwan has informally discussed the

possibility of entering into a multilateral-type

arrangement for its regional fleet witli the South Pacific

Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA). The FFA was

established in 1979 to assist member countries develop

and manage their fisheries resources in a coherent and

coordinated way. Taiwan officials are seeking an

arrangement that would cover all gear types, but the

FFA prefers an agreement confined to purse seiners.-''

Labor Problems: As is the case with its ROK and

Japanese competitors, Taiwan tuna fleets face an acute

shortage of domestic labor. Although official statistics

indicate the number of distantwater fishery workers has

been fluctuating since 1986 (appendix 1), it is

reasonable to assume that a downward trend similar to

that in Japan should take hold. Taiwan officials have

amiounced plans to allow 50 percent of the crew on

Taiwan distant-water tuna vessels to be comprised of

foreign workers (foreign crews were limited to 33

percent in the past). Taiwan tuna vessels have

employed crews from China, the Philippines,

Indonesia, and Vietnam, but the need for foreign crew

members has increased as fewer Taiwan citizens choose

to work on fishing vessels.-' Despite these efforts,

though, it is expected that developing Asian countries

such as China and Indonesia will become important

players, particularly in distant-water tuna fisheries,

thanks largely to their comparatively cheap and

abundant labor.-''

With the concentration of distant-water purse seine

effort in the central western Pacific, many Pacific

Island nations have become concerned about possible

overfishing. In October 1992, eight members of the

Forum Fisheries Agency known as the "Nauru Group"

(Federated States of Micronesia, Kiribati, Marshall

Islands, Nauru, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Solomon

Islands, and Tuvalu) signed an agreement which places

a limit on the mmiber of distant-water purse seine

vessels fishing in the central and western Pacific. The

vessels in this fishery mainly target skipjack and

yellowfin tuna and account for most of the catch in the

South Pacific region. Tlie signatories justified the need

for a limit by noting the rapid capitalization of this

fishery and its possible detrimental effects on tuna

stocks."

II. Promotion of Shipbuilding

Taiwan no longer officially promotes building

fishery vessels and is, in fact, actively discouraging

investment in this sector. Taiwan officials invested

$221 million in building and upgrading fishing vessels

in 1990, but spent only $69 million for this purpose in

1991. Since 1991, Taiwan has instituted a freeze on

applications for new offshore fishing vessels and

imposed a zero-growth policy on the distant-water

fleet; i.e. only when an old vessel is retired will a new

vessel be approved. Taiwan officials have also

forbidden the purchase of foreign fishing vessels.-'
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m. Current Status of Shipbuilding

The number of Taiwan shipyards building and

repairing fishing vessels has decreased dramatically,

from 842 in 1989 to just 228 in 1992 (appendix J).

Accordingly, the cumulative capacity of fishing vessels

has also dropped by over six times during those tliree

years. It is evident that Taiwan official policies which

discourage new investment in the fisheries sector are

having a profound effect on the Taiwan fish building

industry. As in Japan and the ROK, Taiwan

shipbuilders are constructing cargo and passenger

vessels instead of fishing vessels.

Taiwan officials are, however, constructing fishery

enforcement vessels to strengthen their ability to

regulate their fishing fleets. Taiwan planned to deploy

3 long-range and 2 coastal patrol vessels by October

1992. The vessels were scheduled to be constructed in

Taiwan shipyards at an estimated cost of $23 million.

The Taiwan Council of Agriculture will oversee this

project which is primarily designed to enhance

Taiwan's ability to enforce international fishery

agreements, including the large-scale pelagic driftnet

moratorium proclaimed by the United Nations. The

annual cost of operating the 5 vessels is estimated at

$4.6 million.-'*

IV. Regulation of Fleet Size

Taiwan official measures described in the previous

sections on driftnet fishing and promotion of

shipbuilding provide the best examples of official

regulation of fleet size. It should be noted, however,

that the buy-back scheme mentioned in relation to

driftnet vessels is, in fact, open to all fishing vessels,

widi driftnet vessels given first priority.

V. Vessel Exports

According to official statistics, Taiwan exported no

fishing vessels between 1983-89 and during 1992. In

1990, two vessels were exported to Honduras with a

total capacity of 403GRT and worth $3.2 million, three

vessels were exported to Indonesia with a total capacity

of 120GRT and worth $1.5 million, and one vessel was

exported to Pakistan having 85GRT and worth

$200,000.

Trade statistics for 1991 show that one vessel,

having 330GRT and worth $4.7 million was exported

to Mauritius, and one vessel of 306GRT and worth

$800,000 was exported to Panama. The low trade value

figure for the second vessel suggests that, unlike in

Japan, Taiwan vessels are either being scrapped, kept

in port, or used for other purposes."

Although not being exported, many Taiwan fishing

vessels, especially tuna longliners, are apparently being

registered with foreign "flag-of-convenience" nations.

One of the leading flag-of-convenience states is

Honduras, where at least 70 Taiwan-owned 700-

1,000GRT class tuna longliners are registered

(appendix K).

VI. Access to Foreign Fishing Grounds

Distant-water fishing operations by the Taiwan fleet

have been restricted in recent years by the imposition

of 200-mile EEZs. Since future Taiwan distant-water

fishing can only continue under cooperative

arrangements, Taiwan has negotiated a number of

fishery agreements, either directly or through private

fishing organizations. Taiwan had fishery agreements

or arrangements with 22 countries or areas as of the

end of 1992. A total of 801 Taiwan distant-water

vessels fished under these cooperative arrangements

with a total 1992 catch estimated at 200,000 tons.'"

The most conmion type of agreement generally

requires payment of fishing fees, or establishment of

joint venture operations in exchange for access to

fishing grounds. Taiwan officials conduct negotiations

directly with the few countries with which it has

official relations. Taiwan officials have concluded

fonnal fishery agreements with the following nations:

South Africa, the Marshall Islands, the Solomon

Islands, Tonga, and Tuvalu.

Taiwan's other bilateral agreements/ arrangements

have been established through private organizations,

such as the Overseas Fisheries Development Council,

the Taiwan Fishermen's Association, the Taiwan Deep-

Sea Tuna Boat Owners Association, and private fishery
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companies. Taiwan currently has private-level

agreements with tlie following countries: Palau, Papua

New Guinea, Fiji, Vanuatu, tlie Philippines, Indonesia,

India, Western Samoa, Pakistan, Sierra Leone, die

Falkland Islands, the Cook Islands, Micronesia,

Kiribati, Russia, Vietnam, and Brazil. The agreements

with Kiribati, Vietnam, and Brazil are new, while tlie

agreement with Micronesia is a renewal after the

previous agreement lapsed. Agreements with Oman
and Liberia were recently terminated because of poor

catches, and Australia terminated its agreement with

Taiwan because of depleted domestic fishery resources.

Detailed information is available on the following

countries:

A. Former Soviet Union/Russian Federation

The Overseas Fisheries Development Council

signed a memorandum of understanding with the

former Soviet Sovrybflot organization in August 1991

which allowed Taiwan vessels to fish in the waters off

Saklialin Island and the Kamchatka Peninsula. Tlie

catch in the former Soviet zone was not very

profitable, however, so the venture was not renewed

when it expired on November 15, 1992. Tliere are no

indications diat Taiwan will seek future access to the

Russian FEZ."

B. East Asia

China: China and Taiwan have established a squid

fishing and processing joint venture. The Dalian Jinbin

Company, Ltd., will be operated jointly by the Dalian

Ocean Fishing Company of China and an unidentified

Taiwan company. Total investment in the venture is

estimated at $7 million.''

C. South/Southeast Asia

Indonesia: Taiwan trawlers fish in Indonesian

waters under a private fisheries agreement which

allows Taiwan vessels access^ under joint venture

operations or by leasing arrangements with Indonesian

companies. Few otlier details are available concerning

this agreement, but as many as to 50 pairs of Taiwan

trawlers are reportedly fishing in the Indonesian FEZ.''

Paltistan: Taiwan tuna vessels have engaged in an

extensive fishery in the Pakistani EEZ since 1991. A
total of 50 Taiwan vessels are reportedly fishing there.

Each vessel pays a fee of $18,518, to which is added

3 percent of the Free on Board (FOB) value of fishery

products exported, or approximately $16,000 per

shipment. The target species are yellowfin tuna,

skipjack, billfish, and sharks; 98 percent of the catch

is exported to Japan. Catch statistics are not available,

but fishing has reportedly been quite good in this

ground. The Taiwan industry expects Pakistan to

request much higher access fees when negotiating the

renewal of the current contract which expired in

August 1993.*'

Philippines: Taiwan was reportedly seeking to

establish a joint fishing venture based on a

memorandimi on fishery cooperation signed in 1991.

The Philippines suggested an arrangement whereby the

joint venture company would lease Taiwan vessels and

fish with them in the Philippine EEZ."

Vietnam: Taiwan and Vietnam have established a

joint fisheries company called SHANGNAM. Tliis

company is one result of the Taiwan's official efforts

to encourage greater Taiwan private invesmient in

Vietnam and divert some Taiwan business from China.

Taiwan officials fear the Taiwan and Chinese

economies are becoming too interdependent, a

dangerous situation if Beijing were suddenly to shift its

economic policies. Taipei is also concerned tliat

economic interdependence may give Beijing increased

polidcal leverage. Taiwan private invesmient in

Vietnam up to now, however, has been constrained by

uncertainties about Vietnam's legal system and its high

operational costs compared to those found in China.''

D. Oceania

Australia: An agreement with Australia provided

access to Australian waters for approximately 50

Taiwan pair-trawlers during the 1980s." This

agreement has reportedly been terminated.

Fiji: Fiji licenses Taiwan longliners on an

individual basis, provided these vessels land their catch

in Fiji and sell it to a Fiji company. A total of 21

Taiwan longliners were leased to the Pacific Fishing

Company during 1990.'*

Kiribati: Taiwan has an agreement with Kiribati

which pemiitted 20 Taiwan longliners access to Kiribati

waters for a fee of $250,000 in 1990.''
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Micronesia: Taiwan concluded its first fisheries

access agreement with Micronesia in 1979. This

private agreement granted access to 30 small Taiwan

longliners which paid access fees in a lump-sum

payment. The access agreement expired in 1990 and

was not renewed for unknown reasons. Tlirough a

special arrangement between a foreign company and

the Micronesian State of Pohnpei, 9 Taiwan longliners

based in Pohnpei were liceiLsed in 1991.'"' Tlie State of

Chunk allows Taiwan tuna vessels to fish in Chunk

coastal waters and in Weno Harbor. Chunk collects

fees and hopes to accommodate larger operations when

new shore facilities are built.
^'

The Ting Hong Oceanic Enterprise Company,
Limited, reportedly operates 104 China-flag and

Taiwan-flag tuna vessels out of Yap, Micronesia, and

plans to increase this number to 150 units by the end of

1993, and 200 vessels by the end of 1994. Local

Micronesian officials, however, have indicated such a

large increase would depend on the ability of Yap's

infrastructure to keep pace.^-

Patau: Taiwan vessels are fishing in Palau waters

through two joint venture companies. Most operate via

the Palau Marine Industries Corporation (PMIC), a

private venture with Chinese/Taiwan ownership in

partnership with Palauans. A total of 75 longliners (64

from Taiwan) are registered through the PMIC which

pays an annual lump-sum access fee of $ 1 26,000. The

other joint venture company, Palau International

Traders Inc. (PlTl) is a private venture with Japanese

and Micronesian ownership in partnership with

Palauans. A total of 54 longliners, 4 of which are

from Taiwan, are registered with PlTl which pays an

aiuiual lump-sum access fee of $130,500.'"

Papua New Guinea: Taiwan was reportedly on the

verge of signing a private fisheries agreement with

Papua New Guinea (PNG) in 1992. The agreement

would allow an unspecified number of Taiwan vessels

access to PNG waters in exchange for a six percent tax

on the cost, insurance and freight (CIF) value of fish

caught ill PNG waters. Taiwan has also agreed to

provide $1.2 million in assistance to the Kavieng

Fisheries College.
^^

Vanuatu: The Kaohsiung Fishennan's Association

signed a tisiieries cooperation agreement with Vanuatu

in 1989. Taiwan longliners are each required to pay a

$5,000 license fee for access to Vanuatu waters. There

were 36 Taiwan longliners licensed in Vanuatu waters

in 1990, witli 23 licensed in 1991 and 19 licensed in

1992/'' It is unclear why the number of vessels has

decreased.

E. Africa/Middle East

Oman: A small number of Taiwan longliners fish

in Oman. Taiwan-registered longliners began fishing

in Omani waters in 1989. As many as 19 Taiwan

longliners fished tliere in 1989-90, but that number

decreased to 8 in 1990-91 and 11 in 1991-92. The

longliners target yellowfin tuna, but also catch billfi.sh

and shark.
''^ One possible reason for the reduction of

effort in Oman was the pressure from tlie Japanese tuna

industry which felt that Taiwan was dumping low-

quality Oman-origin yellowfin tuna on the Japanese

market.'"

Seychelles: A limited number of Taiwan tuna

longliners has been licen.sed to fish in Seychelles

waters. The most recent data available indicates that

16 Taiwan longliners were registered there in 1990.""

South Africa: Taiwan and South Africa initially

concluded a fisheries agreement in 1978 under which

the Taiwan tuna and trawler fleets received catch

allocations in South African waters. Taiwan distant-

water trawlers received allocations for hake (1,350 t)

and horse mackerel (3,500 t) in 1990. It is not known

how many vessels were autiiorized to fish.''" With

foreign allocations in South African waters being

phased out in 1993, Taiwan vessels will no longer have

direct access to this fishery.

F. Latin America

Argentina: Argentina aimounced in early 1993 that

it would allow 13 Taiwan jiggers access to its FEZ for

a licensing fee of $260,000 per vessel. The

arrangement ended 7 years of negotiations between

Taiwan and Argentina over illegal Taiwan jigging in

Argentine waters.
'"'

Central America: Taiwan has provided

considerable fisheries technical assistance to developing

countries in Central America. Most of this assistance

is related to the Taiwan official policy of encouraging

domestic shrimp fanning operations to relocate

overseas to avoid high production costs and

environmental degradation.^' Four fishery missions
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have been dispatched to Panama, Costa Rica,

Honduras, and the Dominican Republic in 1993.'-

Falkland Islands: During the years 1987-1990,

between 13 and 30 Taiwan jiggers were licensed to fish

in Falkland Islands waters. Since 1990, the number of

Taiwan jiggers has increased rapidly to 39 vessels in

1991, 51 vessels in 1992, and 71 vessels in 1993."

Tliis increase in vessel deployment is primarily the

result of a recently signed fisheries cooperation

agreement with the United Kingdom which grants

Taiwan's squid jiggers greater access to the Falkland

Islands' 150-mile EEZ.'^

VII. Outlook

The distant-water fisheries are the most profitable

sector of Taiwan's fisheries. Tlie advent of 200-mile

EEZs, the driftnet moratorium, depleted high-seas

fishery resources, and a zero-growth official policy for

the distant-water fleet, however, mean that the

prospects for expansion in this sector are limited.

Fewer Taiwan residents are interested in commercial

fishing, preferring more lucrative on-shore activities.

Although Taiwan officials will invest $717 million in

the fisheries industry under the current Six -Year Plan

(1990-96), the bulk of the funds will be spent on

improved fisheries management, cooperation with

international fishery organizations, implementation of

fisheries conservation measures, and harbor

construction.

A. Trawlers

Taiwan's distant-water trawler fleet owners have

reported decreasing catch in 1990 and 1991, and there

is no evidence to suggest that this trend will change.

Access to coastal fisheries is limited primarily to India

and Indonesia, and most of the catch is sold on the

domestic Taiwan market. For the foreseeable future,

no significant change in areas of deployment are

expected. As the trawler fleet ages and old vessels are

retired or scrapped, they will not be replaced. The

catch should continue to decrease as the fleet is being

reduced.

B. Squid Jiggers

Taiwan's squid jigging fleet will probably continue

to grow in the short-tenn as fonner driftnet vessels

convert to this method. In the long-term, however,

growth in this fleet will be constrained by the

economics of the squid market which can only absorb

limited additional supplies. The Taiwan fleet will

probably follow in the footsteps of its Japanese and

ROK competitors and increase its effort in coastal areas

of Argentina and Peru. Unlike its Japanese and ROK

competitors, however, the Taiwan jigging fleet will

probably continue to increase effort off the Falkland

Islands where the recent bilateral agreement permits

access to more Taiwan jiggers. There is no evidence

that Taiwan vessels are engaged in squid jigging off

Ecuador or Brazil, but if ROK and Japanese vessels are

successful in these new grounds, Taiwan jiggers will

probably follow.

C. Driftnet Vessels

Older Taiwan driftnet vessels have been purchased

by Taiwan officials under its buy-back program; they

are now used as artificial reefs. Newer driftnet vessels

will probably be converted for fishing in two distant-

water fisheries: 1 ) squid jigging in the southwest

Atlantic and off Peru, and 2) tuna longlining in the

Indian Ocean.

D. Distant-water Tuna Vessels

Longliners: The Taiwan distant-water tuna

longliner fleet in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans has

probably reached its limit, in tenns of being able to

profitably catch tuna for the Japanese sashimi market.

Effort in the Indian Ocean longliner fishery will

probably increase slightly, however, as former driftnet

vessels operating on this ground convert to the

longlining method. In the Pacific Ocean, the most

probable future scenario is a pan-Asian network where

Taiwan companies provide financing and technical

expertise for Chinese and Indonesian longliners which

can catch sashimi-grade tuna in Pacific fisheries at a

much lower cost than Taiwan vessels.

Purse Seiners: The Taiwan distant-water tuna

purse seine fleet will probably continue to grow in the

number of vessels. It will focus its effort on the

central south Pacific fishery. Tliis growth will be

constrained, however, by increasingly stringent access
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requirements imposed by adjacent island nations where

most of the skipjack and yellowfin tuna resource,

targeted by purse seiners, is located. If Taiwan is able

to conclude an access agreement with the Soudi Pacific

Forum Fisheries Agency, it would provide a strong

impetus for expansion in this region.
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Appendices

Appendix A— Taiwan. Number of fishing vessels, ranked by gross registered tonnage; 1975-92.



Appendix B- Taiwan. F-'ishing vessels having over lOOGRT. by number and gross registered



Appendix D -Taiwan. Fisheries calch, by lype of fishery



Appendix F- Taiwan. Distant-waler fisheries catch; by method of fishing and fishing grounds; 1980. 1985-91.



Appendix F (continued).-- Taiwan. Distant-water fisheries catch; by method of fishing and fishing grounds; 1980, 1985-91.



Appendix G.-- Taiwan. Distant-water fisheries catch; by method of fishing and species; 1980. 1985-91.

Method/Ground



Appendix G (continued).
-



Appendix H.-- Taiwan. Distant-water tuna longliners fishing fleet; by fishing grounds and gross registered tonnage; 1980-90

Year



Appendix K, --Honduras. Foreign fishing vessels* registered in Honduras, July 1993.

Vessel Name Vessel Owner
Name Size

GRT

Bel gi urn

Chi en Hang No, 6

Fu Yuan No 16

Fu Yuan No 6

Hsin Huang No 201

Tching Ye No 217

Tching Ye No. 236
Yu I Hsiang No 617

Honduras
Onente No 7

Mauritius
Hsin Hua No. 1

Panama
Focus
Focus No. 101
Polestar

Singapore
En Chun No 2

En Chun No. 6

En Chun No. 7

Great Splendor
Hui Shun No 6

Sam Fa No 37

Shang Weng

Spain
Sekishu

Taiwan

711 00



Appendix K (continued) . --Honduras. Foreign fishing vessels* registered in Honduras. July 1993.

Vessel Name
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